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And he l-ifted up hís eyes on his
disciples, and said, Blessed be ye poor:
for yours is the kingdom of God.
Blessed are ye that hunger now:
Blessed are ye
for ye shall be filled.
that weep now: for ye shall laugh.
St. Luke 6, 20-2I

unto you that are rich!
for ye have received your consol-ationfor
Woe unto you that are fuII!
ye shall hunger. Woe unto you that
laugh now! for ye shall mourn and weep.
St. Luke 6, 24-25
BuL woe

He hath shewed strength with
his armi he hath scattered the proud
in the imagination of their hearts.
He hath put down the mighty
from their seats, and exalted them of

low degree.

He hath filled the hungry with
good things; and the rich he hath sent
empty away.

St. Luke 1,5I-53
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ABSTRACT

This Lhesis studies the Eourth V'ior1d, in affl-uent
societies, and proposes a way to fight its extreme poverty
and social exclusion.
The Fourth Worl-d is the social- stratum that exísts
at the bottom of the socíety and that has been excluded
from the major social, economic and cultural rewards that
have come to others with world change. The Fourth World
exists in every country, but it is more alienated in ind,ustrial and urbanized Western societies.
Chapter I surveys in-depth the Fourth Vüorld in
order to characterize its destitute inhabitants, isolated
communities, hard conditions of life, history throughout
the last centuries, and prospects for the future. The
chapter is based. mainly on publications from the International Fourth Vüorld Movement, which is recognized by the
United. Nations, UNESCO, and the Council of Europe. Also
included are some photographs from Portuguese and French
Fourth World communities.
Chapter II extensively analyses the causes of the

persistence of poverty in affluent societies.

Three

theories emerge from the social science literature on the
subject: The Cultural perspective postulates a "cul-ture

of poverty,r' and that the behavior of the poor is the factor
responsible for the persistence of poverty. The Structural
perspective hypothesizes that the unjust and oppressive
structure of society is the principal cause of the maintenance of poverty. The third perspective encompasses both
cul-tural and structural aspects in accounting for the persistence of poverty in affluent societies. Authors like
Oscar Lewis, Michael Harrington, Ian Ad.ams, Eleanor Leacock,
Charles Val-entine and" Chaim Waxman, among others, represent
these viewpoints.
Chapter IfI

ad.vocates that housing, understood as

both the physical commod.ity and, in particular, the process
of achieving that commod,i-ty, can be a fulcrum for the
improvement of the Fourth l{orld. situation,

and a catalyst

for the fight against poverty. The authorts experience
in a Fourth World community in a European country is capitalized. on and used as background support especially in this
chapter. AuLhors like John F. C. Turner, Colin Ward,
Robert Fichter, and severa1 others, contribute to this
chapter.
Chapter IV analyses three basic self-heIped. housing

methods: Independ.ent Self-HeIp, Aided Self-Help, and
Employed Self-Help Housing. The method.s are evaluated
according to their capacities to not only produce houses
for the Fourth Wor1d., but essentially to fight the causes
for the persistence of poverty. Some improvements to the
Vf

methods are also proposed.

This work is a natural outcome of five years of
voluntary work in a Fourth l{orld community, where some of
the basic ideas advocated in this thesis started to grow;
and of two years of study in the City Planning Program at
the University of Manitoba, where those basic id-eas gained
form and. found. theoretical concepts to grow.

vl_

l_

INTRODUCTÏON

The objective of this thesis ís to study the Fourth

World in affluent societies.

fts purpose is to analyse the
complex situation, to id,entify the causes of its existence,
and to propose a way to catalyse the fight. against extreme
poverty and social excfusion found in the Fourth World.
The hypothesis of thÍs thesis is that a very powerful measure in improving the conditions of the Fourth World
is self-help method,s associated with proper external
support--as opposed to passive acceptance of welfare.
This hypothesis has its roots in the author ¡ s
experience in a Fourth World community, but it is d,eveloped
and supported by data drawn from an exhaustive analysis of
the Social Science literature.
The experience in Bairro das Marianas, a Fourth
World community, is described in detail in an Appendix to
this thesis. The most important observation in the Bairro
was that by the involvement of the population in housing
improvements, development of the Bairro, and cultural activities combined with the active support of a group of
Christians, the people of Bairro das Marianas achieved
high organizatj-on, physical improvements, and. confidence
that a better way of life \,vas possible.

In this thesis the focus will be on this concept
of Self-Help and, even more narrowly, upon Self-Help in
the area of housing. However, the meaning and concept of
housing is a broad and encompassing one. Housing, in this
context, includes the physícal commodity, the process and
activities of people achieving that commodity íncluding
education, skill learning and cultural development, as
well as the community itself with its common tasks, Iinks,
and internal social organization.
An extensive analysis of the social science liter-

ature reveals that the causes of poverty are both "the
CuILure of Poverty" and the oppressive structure of the
society. To the extent that Se1f-Help housing can be
shown to eradicate these causes of poverty and its persistence, will the hypothesi-s be considered to be established.

CHAPTER

I

THE FOURTH I^IORLD

The Fourth World is the social stratum that exists

at the bottom of the society and that has been excluded
from the major social, economic and cultural rewards that
have come to others with world- change which have taken
place in every political system since the Iast. century.
The Fourth Vt'or1d population is the poorest of the poor,
and constitutes five to ten percent of the population in
developed. countries. I
The Fourth Worl-d exists in every country, developed

or underd.eveloped, occidental or oriental. But it is more
alienating in ind.ustrial and urbanized western societies as
poverty is more pronounced when juxtaposed with abundance.
A Fourth World is born when there is a marked lack

of all the following: education, culture, material wellbeing, job stability, proper housing, health, union and
political power, among the same people. These people,
trapped in hard.-core poverty, segreg;ated. and isolated from
the society, are unable to break away from their enclosed
circl-e and are thus destined to pass on their conditions
'l

-Le Mouvement A.T.D. Quart

et servic

Monde.

Editions Science

to their children.
The Fourth Wor1d population is estimated to be two
millíon in Francel and eight million in the European Econo2
mic Community. In developing countries the Fourth World
communities take the names of "Barriadëls," "Favelas,"
"Bunteesr" "Barrios de Latar" or "Bid.onvillesr" and provide
the homes for roughly one-third of the urban population.
In spite of the fact that the Fourth lrlorld population is much larger in developing countries like Latin
America, Asiar or Africa, this thesis will focus on the
European and North American Fourth World-. This option is
taken for three main reasons.
First, the Fourth World is much more segregated
and excluded from the rest of society in Europe and North
Amerj-ca than in any other part of the world .
Second., the resources available to fight the
extreme poverty of the Fourth hlorld are much greater in
rich countries than in poor countries.
Third-, the authorrs experience in a Fourth World
community in a European country can be capitalized on and
used as background support for this thesis.

Itui¿.
25teenwijk, Alwine. The Fourth World, Touchstone
of European Democracy. A publication of International
Fourth üIor1d. Movement, L977 , p. 6.

Historical Background
In order to have a good understanding of the Fourth
World and perceive it in its collective dimensions, a brief
look into its history is necessary.
We could go as far back ín time as the agricultural
revolution, as Jean-Jacgues Rousseau did., to explain the
origin of inequality, property and misery; but such a long
way through history would take a lifetime to explore.
we will

restrict

So

this survey to the last few centuries in

Europe.

The problem with the history of the poor is that

their history was never told; or when the poor sporadically
appear in the historian's textbook it is because they play
a specific role in the history of the rich and powerful
social classes. As Steenwijk states: "tr{e come across the
very poor on the road.s of the pilgrims, when secul-ar justice takes over certain penalties of the Inquisition: towns
of Bradant and surrounding provinces are being rid of their
undeserving poor, sent off on faraway pilgrimmages because
of petty crimes. "l !{e also come across the poor when
"hordes of destitute peasants from across the Rhine sudd"enly loom up in our textbooks, when they cause trouble
for the nobility and emergent bourgeoisie, in Lutherts
time."2 However, in spite of the fact that the disappearances of the poor from history are as fast as theirapoearances

rrbid., p.

7.

2rbid., p. 7.

were

bnief ,

Lewis Mumford was abl-e to describe the living

conditions of the lower classes in this \^/ay:
The urban congestion in the seventeenth century
affected every part of the city: but first of all it
affected the dwellings of the poor. .
Competition
for space by poor unprotected immigrants had the same
effect on seventeenth-century Paris or Ed.inburgh as
on eighteenth-century lvlanchester and níneteenth-century
Liverpool and. New Ybrk: the ground rents rose and the
living guarters worsened..
. To understand the
source of this congestion, apart from the desire for
wringing profits out of the necessities of the poor,
unable like their economic superiors to bargain, one
must realize that by the seventeenth century d.estitution had been accepted as the normal lot in life for
a considerable part of the population. i{ithout the
spur of poverty and famine, they could not be expected
to work for starvation r¡¡ages. ivlisery at the bottom
was the f ound.ation f or the luxury at the top. As
much as a quarter of the urban population in the bigger
cities, it has been estimated., consisted of casuals
and beggars: it was this surplus that made for what
was considered, by classic capitalism, to be a healthy
labor market, in which the capitalist hired labor on
his owrl termsr or dismissed workers at wi1l, without
notice, without bothering as to what happened to either
the worker or the. city und.er such inhuman conditions.
rn a memorandum dated 1684 the chief of police of paris
referred- to the "frightful misery that afflicts the
greater part of the population oi this great city. "1
Lewis Mumford goes on to say that "between forty
and. sixty-five thousand were reduced. to outright beggaty.,,2
Joseph !{resinski, a researcher of the history of the Fourth

World., presents some figures that match those presented by

Mumford. hlresinski indicates that sixteenth-century paris
had. thirty thousand beggars in a population of one hundred
lMumford, Lewis. The City in History: fts Origins,
Its Transformations and It

2r¡ia.

thousand inhabitants.

1

Lewis Ivlumford states bluntly,

. there was nothíng exceptional about Paris
When Herman Me1vil1e, as a boy, visited the prosperous city of Liverpool in the eighteen-thirties,
he found. a woman with two babies at her breast
dying in a cellar opening under the sidewalk.
Despite his efforts to obtain aid, no one would
succour these creatures. They were removed only
I^Iit,h approwhen their dead bodies stank. .
priate variatíons, these conditions held throughout
Europe, and in the more prosperous seaports of
North America.2
Vüith the Industrial Revolution, although rapid
economic arowth takes place-, the living conditions of the
poor are not improved. New social classes are thrown
into poverty, and exploitation in factories is commonpIace.

H. G. !'Ie11s in "The Outlíne of History" says:
As the Ind.ustrial Revolution went on, a great
gulf opened between employer and employed. In the
past every manufacturing worker had the hope of
becoming an independent master.
. But now a
factory and its engines and machines became a vast
and costly thing measured by the scale of the
worker's pocket. .
"setting up for oneself"
ceased to be a normal hope for an artisan. The
immed.iate effect of the Industrial Revolution upon
the countries to which it. came, was to cause a vast,
distressful shifting and stirring of the mute,
uneducated, Ieaderless, and now more and more
propertyless common population. The small cultivators and peasants, ruined and disl-odged by the
great land o\Árners, drif ted. towards the nera¡ manufacturing regions, and there they joined the
t_-Vüresinski,

Joseph.

Ed.itions Science et Service,
2
-Mumford,

Lewis.

Op.

Le Droit DrHabiter Ia Terre.

cit.

families of the impoverished and degraded craftsmen
in the factories. Ggeat towns of squalid houses
came into existenc".f
Such were the cond.itions of the proletarian classes.
However, below this class there was an even poorer one that
Karl Marx called "the stagnant population. "
The stagnant population forms a part of the active
labour army, but with extremely irregular employment.
Hence it furnishes to capital an inexhaustible reservoir of disposable labour-power. Its conditions of
life sink below the average normal level of the workíng
class; this makes it at once the broad. basis of
special branches of capitalist exploitation.2
Two important points therefore stand out from this
history.
1) The poor through the last few centuries have
had a very destitute way of life.
They have been very
poorly lodged. in substandard. housing and have had a tremen(tfris will be discussed later
dous degree of insecurity.
in the thesis. )
2) There is a similarity between the poverty of
the last few centuries and the Fourth World. The ancestry
of the Fourth Vtorld can be traced to Karl Marxrs "stagnant
population" of the nineteenth century. As Alwine Steenwijk
states: "For all historical research we have had the occasion to carry out ourselves in A.T.D.3 seems to indicate
lwells, H. G. The Outline of History. Garden
Cit.y, New York, L97L.
2M.r*, Karl. Capital, a Critique of Political
Economy. 1906.

3o.r.o. : Aide i to,rte Ditresse--The rnternational

Fourth World Movement.

that the very poor today are no other than the descendants
of the very poor of yesterday, of nineteenth century urban
and rural 'sub-proletarians. "'1 The Fourth l{orld is hence
a heritage of the misery of the nineteenth century. The
ancestors of the Fourth ia]orld. population were unable to
prepare their way to a better future; and Fourth World
populat.ions have never received the means to reach the
lowest rung of the social and. economic ladder.
Fourth WorId Communities and Population
in the Twentieth Century
Relegated to the periphery of the city, enclosed. in

the inner-city, or neglected in public housing projects,
Fourth V[orld. communities are essentially the same: they are
physically, economically and culturally segregated from
society.
Ho\{ever, it is at the periphery of the city where

the Fourth !{orld, hidden from the view of authorities,
City HaII and. society, experiences its most extreme poverty. Here houses are built on vacant lands far away
from the built-up areas of the city inside the so-called
urban fringe. The land usually belongs to an absent
owrrerr or is situated in unwanted areas, for example,
near a s\^ramp, a main railway trackr or a potential flood
area. As these Fourth Vüorld communities on the periphery
lsteenwijk, Alwiner op. cit.

10

of a city are cland.estine, they do not have water supply,
sevrage systems, fire protection, paved roads, public transit, and other prímary services.
Housing conditíons, needl-ess to sây, are very bad,

with cement floors, wooden wall-s, and corrugated. roofs. On
rainy days pools of water are formed by the combination of
irregular floors and leaking roofs. Outside, on the streets,
there is much mud and pools of stagnant water.
Conditions of life are very d.ifficult.
The school,
the hospital, the employment center, the city, in a word,
are always far away from the community. To use these public services a Fourth VÍorld ínhabitant has to spend large
amounts of time and. money in transportation. First he has
to cross the community he lives in, then to walk through
no man's 1and.2 !ühen he finally arrives at the city and
his destination, he may be told that such a service is not
available to him for trivial reasons, like his not having
filled out a form correctly.
Figures I and 2 are examples of a Fourth World
community at the periphery of a city, and they show the
hard conditions of life.
These photos were taken in the
"Bairro das Marianas"3 d.uring the summer of 1980. Bairro
*No manrs land. can be thought of as the vacant
land between the Fourth World community and the built-up
1__

area of the city.
2_
-For

a detailed description of Baírro das lvlarianas
and experience that took place for five years, refer to the

Appendix

I1

rig. 1. Bairro das Marianas.

Community

A

Fourth

Vüorld

in the urban fringe of Lisbon, Portugal.

!

&

Fig. 2. Another view of Bairro das It¡larianas.
the left side ls a house achieved through self*helped.
improvement.

On

L2

das Marianas is situated in the urban fringe of Lisbon in

Portugal, and occupies a section of potenLial flood area in
the small town of Carca-velos. As the photos document,
roads are not paved, sewagte is directed to the streets,
animals are left to roam freely to feed on the garbâ9€,
and the houses are in very poor cond.ition.
the special aspect of housing it is interesting
to note that on the left side of Fig. 2, the fairly good
house was achieved through self-helped improvement. Several other houses \.{ere also involved in self-helped
improvement programs organized by a group of Christians
of Carcavelos, of which the author was a member. But,
due to lack of funds, Do money was available from the City
Hall or any governmental a4rencies within the city. Without the benefit of tenant ovrnership of the land, only
small physical improvements were achieved..
On

Fourth World communities at the periphery of a
city are more frequent in the less developed countries
of Europe, like Portugal or Spaín, but they also exist in
more developed countries, like Francel as Fig. 3 documents.

The Fourth World population, isolated within their
communities whether they are at the periphery of a city or

inside the inner-city, have no participation in or integration with the major institutions of the larger society.
People do not belong to fabor unions, neither are they
lI,e Mouvement A.T.D. Quart lr{onde, op. cit.
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Fig. 3. Fourth Wor1d community at the periphery
of a city in France.
members

of political

parties.

There is a high degree of

that leads to low income
and material deprivation. fn I'rance, for example, 162 of
the popul-ation has less than two-thirds of the averagie income per capita, about one million people are illiterate,
another million are looking for employment, and 16 million
are bad.ly Iodged.l
Tn the United Kingdom we know that:
118r000 child.ren live in children's homes or
f oster homes. (I{any of their parents were
also "in care" as child,ren.)
unemployment and under-employment

I"" torr,rement A.T.D. Quart Monde, op. cit.

I4

300,000 children reach 16 with no academic
qualifications or preparation for work. (Many
of these can barely read and write. ) r
Families of the Fourth Vtrorld are characterízed. by
the following:
1) "They lack the means to provide children with
all the elements essential to their well-being and development (income, housj-ng, health, family life)."2
See Fig. 4.
2) "Their children leave school uneducated and
without the skills and opportunities to accumulate know^.: --r.:
^Ä-^¡
^.: !.:
ledge and become G,,1
fully1-. €1
fledged
participating
citizens.
-"3
-^-!.:
See Fig. 5.
3) Children are introduced very early to the hard
life of adults and very often are forced to quit school at
a very early age (I2-I4 years of age) to earn money through
begging on the streets or to work at low paying jobs suited

to children, like shining shoes, selling nevüspapers, oÍ
ped.dling. Fig. 6 shows Fourth lVor1d children who wíll soon
f ollow the steps of their brothers, arrd l-eave school f or a
money-earning activity.
There is thus a vícious cyc1e. Children inherit
their parents' poverty and in turn pass it onto their
children. As Steenwijk puts it:
1_
*Poverty

the fnter
2rui¿.

and the Fourth I¡IorId. A publication of

t,

3rui¿.

L979.

Fig. 4. Fourth Wor1d children doing their homework
the street because they have no proper facilities at home.
llow far will they go on in their studi-es?

Fiq. 5.

very young boy helps his peddler father.

Fig.

6

Lack of minimal education means not only lack of
professional training but even unfitness for the ungualified manual l-abour offered on a modern labour
market. This makes, at best, for underemployment,
for irregular low-paid jobs in marginal or tertiary
industries, which in turn mean lack of resources, of
housing and. health. r

This insiduous state of affairs is reflected in
the invisibility
of the Fourth World. It is directly proportional to the development of a country; the more devel_oped. a country is, the more invisible is the Fourth World.
It is as if the present poverty of the Fourth World is
lsteenwijk, Alwiner op. cit

L7

to progr""=. 1
Michael Harrington in "The Other America, Poverty
in the United Statesr" describes the phenomenon in a very
clear way:
The poor still inhabit the miserable housing in
the central area, but they are increasíngly isolated
from contact with, ot sight of , anybody else. Midd.leclass women coming in from suburbia on a rare tri-p
may catch the merest glimpse of the other America on
the way to an evening at the theatre, but their
children are segregated in suburban school-s. The
business or professional man drives along the fringes
of slums in a car or bus, but it is not an important
experience to him. The failures, the unskilled, the
disabled, the aged, and. the mj-noritj-es are right there,
across the tracks, where they have always been. But
hard.ly anyone else is.2
He goes on to say that forty to fifty thousand people
are becoming "increasingly invisible" in the United States,
political invisibility
being the most pronounced.
The poor are politically
invisible. It is one of
the cruelest ironíes of social life in advanced countries that the d,ispossessed at the þottom of society
are unable to speak for themselves.3
In the next chapter the causes for the persistence
of poverty in affluent societies will be analysed.
j-mmune

-Harrington, Michael. The Other America, Poverty
ín the United States. Maclu1illa
1__

2ru:-¿.

3r¡ia.

CHAPTER

IT

THE PERSISTENCE OF POVERTY

IN

AFFLUENT SOCIETIES

is it possible that I million people in the
wealthy countries of the European Economic Marketrl 25.9 mjl1ìon peop'le- in the rich United States,2 and 2.8 million
people in prosperous Canad.a3 are still living in poverty?
How

I Steenwijk, Alwine,
op. cit., p. 6.
)
-Caskie,
Donald. Canadian Fact Book on Poverty 1979.
Published by Canadian Coun
The numbers refer to the year 1-975 and use the poverty lj-ne defined by Statistics Canada (Revised) , which is
$7,505 (Canadian dollars) for a family of four persons.
a
'rbid.
The numbers refer to the year L976 and use the
poverty line defined. by Statistics Canada (Revised.), which
is $81079 for a family of four persons.
Poverty line is one method of measuring poverty.
It can be based on an absolute approach, which considers
only the physical minimum necessities for an ind.ividual
or a family to surviver or a relative approach, which
considers not only the minimum necessities to survive,
but the resources reguired for a person to live with
dignity, d.efined according to the living standards of
the community.
Figures on poverty vary according to the poverty
line used. In this thesis, such is essentially based on
the absolute approach, because it best shows the number
of people living under a subsistence level.
Had a relative poverty line been adopted, the
figures about poverty would have almost doubled, and
it would have shown the number of people living under
a "dignity" level.
1B

t_9

These astonishing figures representing roughly ten

percent of the population of the most d.eveloped countries

in the world, are not only living below a subsistence leveI,
but are also excluded from the mainstream of a democratic
socíety. How can this be possible?
Two main theories explain the causes of this fact.
The "Cu1tural" or "Internal" theory looks at the cultural
and internal characterisLics of the poor to explain the
persistence of poverty. The "Structural" or "External"
theory looks at the structure of a society and at the factors that are external to the lower class to explain the
persistence of poverty.
These two theories differ on the conceptualization
and explanation of poverty. In recent years, a third
theory has emerged wh-ich assumes that both Cultural and
Structural factors contribute to the persistence of
poverty.

This chapter will examine each of these three
theories. The theorists and their proposal-s will also
be discussed in great detail.
The criticisms of each
perspective in the social science literature, as wel-l
as the social policies which follow from them, will be
presented.
The Cultural Perspective

Not all the authors that subscribe to the cultural
perspective agree on every issue, but all advocate that the

20

patterns of behavior and values poor people develop to cope
with deprivation and isolation deprive them and their chitdren of the opportunity to take full advantage of mobility
opportunities that may occur in their lifetime. The "Culturalists" also "urge resocialízation of the poor, particularly the children, to prevent perpetuation of their
'dysfunctional' subculture. "1
Oscar Lewis is the most prominent proponent of the
view that poverty is perpetuated by the culture or subculture of the poor, and is the first author to introduce the
concept of "Cu1ture of Poverty. " This concept is the basis
of the cultural perspective, and t.hus its extensive analysis
is required.
Culture of Poverty is a way of life that develops
amongi some of the poor in societies that are characterízed.
by the following set of conditions:
1) A cash economy, wage labor and production for
profit.
2) A persistently high raLe of unemplolnnent and
underemployment for unsl<ilIed labor.
3) Low wages.
4) The failure to provid.e social, political, and
economic
organization, either on a voluntary basis or
-by government
imposition, for the low-income population.
5) The existence of a set of values in the dorninant class which stresses the accumulation of wealth
lschwartz, Aud,rey. "A Further Look at rCulture of
Poverty: I Ten Caracas Barrios. " Published in Sociology
and Socia1 Research 59 (1975), p.365.
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and property, the possibility of upward mobility and
thrift, and explains low economic statgs as the result
of personal inãdequacy or inferiority. l
It is interesting to note that even the European
and North American societies show most of these characteristics. There is a cash economy, wage 1abor, production
for profit, a high rate of unemployment or underemployment,
low wages for unskilled labor, ununionized. lower-paid
workers, and a complete set of values that stress the myth
of competition between ind.ividuals, whatever their origin
and social class; this last explaining fow economic status
as the result of personal failure.

Oscar Lewis goes on to say:
The culture of poverty is an adaptation and a
reaction of the poor to their marginal position in
a class stratified., highly individuated, capitalistic
society. ft represents an effort to cope with feelings of hopelessness and despair which develop from
the realization of the improbabilíty of achieving
success in terms of the values and goals of the larger
society..
The culture of poverty, however, is not only an
ad.aptation to a set of objective conditions of the
larger society. Once it. comes into existence it tends
to perpetuate itself from gene:iation to generation
because of its effect on the children. By the time
slum children are ag'e six or seven they have usually
absorbed the basic values and attitudes of their subculture and are not psyc{rologically geared to take
fulI advantage of changing conditions or increased
opportunities which may oócur in their lifetime.2
For Oscar Lewis, "the most Iikely candidates for
t_Lewr_

s , Oscar.
La Vida: A Puerto Rican Familin the Culture of Povert --San Juan and New Yor
House, New Yor , L966, p. XLIII.

2rbid., p.

xLV.
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the culture of poverty are the people who come from the
lower strata of a raplaty changing society and are already
partially alienated from it."1 He finds remarkabl-e similaritíes in the lower strata of London, G1asgow, Paris, Har1em,
and Mexico City, and concludes that "culture of poverty
transcends regional, rural-urban, and national d.ifferen. These cross-natíonal similarities are examples
ces.
of independent invention and convergerrce."2
The most important characteristics of the culture
of poverty are:
1) A very strong present time orientation, a lack
of impulse control.
2) People have strong feelings of marginality,
inferiority, fatalism, and resignation.
3) People and community are isolated from the
rest of society and there is no participation in major
social organizations.
4) "On the family Ievel the major traits of the
culture of poverty are the absence of childhood as a
specially prolonged and protected stage in the life cycle,
early initiation into sex, free unions or consensual marriages, a trend ioward female--or mother--centered families, a strongi predisposition to authoritarianism, and
competition for limited goods and material affection. "3

lrui¿. p.
3t¡i¿.

XLV.

p. XLVIÏ.

2rbid., p. xr,rrr.
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5) Poor housing conditions and crowding.
6) People have very low levels of literacy and
education and these j-n turn lead to low wages, unemployment, and underemployment.
Oscar Lewis is very careful in distinguishing

poverty per se from culture of poverty. He suggests that
the elimination of physical poverty may not be enough to
eliminate culture of poverty; culture of poverty, being a
whole way of life,

is much more complex. However, if
certain characteristics are met, culture of poverty may
disappear. As Oscar Lewis states:
When the poor become class-conscious or active
members of trade-union organizations t ot when they
adopt an international outlook on the world, they
are no longer part of the culture of poverty, â1though they may still be desperately poor. Any
movement, be it religíousr pacifist t ot revolutionary,
which organizes and gives hope to the poor and effectively promotes solidarity and a sense of identification with larger groups, destroys the psychological
and social core of the culture of poverty.
Lewis ends the description of the concept of culture of poverty by proposing future solutions for people
living under the culture of poverty. If, in a country,
a large percentage of the population live in the culture
of poverty, as in Cuba before the revolution or any other
developing countries, basic structural changes in society
are required.. "Revolutions frequently succeed in abolishing some of the basic characteristics of the culture of
poverty even when they d.o not succeed in abolishing poverty
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itself. "1 If, in a country, a relatively small percentage
of the population lj-ves in the culture of poverty, like
the United States, the major solution wou1d. be to raise
the standard of living and to incorporate this sector of
the populatíon into the mj-d.dle class, using, íf necessary,
such methods as psychiatric treatment.
From Oscar Lewis' d.escription of the concept of

culture of poverty it is legitimate to infer that a large
percentagie of Fourth World. ínhabitants live in the culture
of poverty. In fact, the characteristics of the culture
of poverty are so remarkably similar to the way of life of
the inhabitants of the Fourth World described in Chapter I,
that it is as if culture of poverty, as a subculture of a
subgroup of the larger society, is the culture of the
Fourth World.
Michael Harrington also supports the above view.
Harrington is a culturalist and a subscriber to the concept

of culture of poverty. However, he goes beyond Oscar Lewis
and advocates that a large number of people in the United
States live in poverty, in a culture of poverty, and in an
invisible land isolated from the affluent America that he
calls "the other America.!'
This other America is populated by "the unskil-Ied
workers, the migrant farm workers, the aged, the minorities,

rrbid., p. Lrr.
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and all the others who live in the economic underworld of
't

Or, more concísely, the other America
can be defined as the American manifestation of the Fourth

American life. "*
Worl-d.

For Harrington, the inhabitants of the other
America--or the American Fourth Wor1d--are caught in a
vicious circle from which they cannot escape without help
from the affluent America. They are also living in the
culture of poverty: "Poverty in the United States is a
culturer âfl institution, a way of Líf.e."2 ït is thus safe
to concl-ude that Oscar Lewis and Michael Harrington are of
the opinion that the Fourth World. lives in the culture of
poverty.
Based on Lhe pro position that poverty is a form

of culture and on the concept that poverty affects every
aspect of life, Michael Harrington attacks poverty on two
fundamental aspects. First, "any attempt to abolish
poverty in the United States must seek to destroy the
pessimísm and fatalism that flourish in the Other America. "3
(This first step can be interpreted as an attack upon the
culture of poverty, and thus being coherent with Oscar
Lewis' view that it is more important to abolish the cu1Second, "a campaign
ture of poverty than poverty itself.)
-Harrington, lIichael. Op. cit., p. 2.
'rbid. r p. 167.
"3
"rbid., p. 16.
1
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against the misery of the poor should be comprehensive.
ft should think not in terms of this or that aspect of
poverty, but along the lines of establishing new conìmunitíes, of substituting a human environment for the inhuman
one that now exists."1
It is interesting and worthwhile to note that these
two main conclusions in Michael Harríngton's theory coincide with two guidelines that are followed in Chapter IV
of this thesis. The first goal of a self-help housing program is intended to destroy the passivity, pessimism and
fatalism that flourish in the Fourth World; the second, to
catalyze the ímprovement of the overall situation of the
Fourth World. However, as it will be clear in the next
chapters, these proposed programs go much deeper and beyond
a mere integration of the inhabitants of the Fourth World
in the middle-class, "using, if necessary, such methods as
psychiatric treatmentr" as proposed by Oscar Lewis.
cultural perspective, and in particular, the
concept of the culture of poverty, was well accepted when
it was introduced.. ft provi.d.ed an explanation for the
persistence of poverty that politicians and socialscientists of the early 1960's were looking for; it
focused on "povertyrs d.eleterious effects upon people,
and on seeking out policies and programs to combat these
IHarrington, ir{ichael.

Op. cit.,

p.

168.
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effects"*l that \,vere the concerns of the Lime. But it also
furnished the conservative and reactionary political circles with arguments that blamed. the poor for their poverty.
Such a concept, especially the uses that \¡¡ere made
of it, inevitably provoked increasing criticism.
Criticisms of the cultural perspective found in
social science literature can be grouped at three different
levels:
1) Refusing to admit the existence of the culture
of poverty.
2) Admitting the existence of a culture of poverty,
but arguing that it is a consequence of the persistence of
poverty, and not the causer âs a culturalist would subscribe.
3) Admitting that a culture of poverty does exist,
and. advocating that it is just one cause, among others, for
the persistence of poverty.
The first statement above is supported by the idea
that the poor share the values and norms of the middle
class. The poor may live differentty, but it is only temporary and due to theÍr position in the structure of
society. By keeping the poor in th-e status euo, the rich
continue to enjoy the advantages society offers them as a
result of their position. This idea is associated with
l*od*.r,

"Cul-ture of Poverty: Rise and
' Hyman.
FaIl of a Concept.
" In Sociological Revíew 25, I977,
p. 868.
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Marxist theories and leftist views of society. Authors
like Ian Adams, IVilliam Cameron, Brian Hilt and Peter Penz
do not support the view that a culture of poverty exists.
In fact their book, "The ReaI Poverty Reportr " analyses
the economic system to explain the persistence of poverty
in Canada. The authors bluntly state that "people are
poor because they don't have enough moneyr"l and the arguments and proposals of this book are intended to "help to
create the will for social and. political revo1ution. "2
The empirical works of Audrey Schwartzr3 Leonard
David.son and David Krackhard.t4 also d.o not support the

existence of a culture of poverty.
Schwartz challenges Oscar Lewisr culture of poverty

theory by analysing data from interviews conducted in ten
sguatter settlements in Caracas. She sel-ected. several characteristics of the culture of poverty and compared them
with the characteristics of the Barrios. The characteristics selected were: family structure, future orientation,
mutuar aid, attitudes toward officiar institutions, economic
IAd-*=, Ian; Cameron, William; HilI, Brian and
Penz, Peter. The ReaI Poverty Report. Published by M. G.
Hurtig Limited.
2rbid.., p. 7.
3schwartz

. cit.
4Davidson, Leonard. and Krackhardt, David..
"Structural Changes and the Disadvantaged: An Empirical Test of
Culture of PoverLy/SiLuational Theories of Hard-Core Work
Behavior. " In Human Organization 36, 1977 .
, Aud.rey,

op
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integration into the larger community, and voluntary association wíthin Barrios. Schwartz arrives at the conclusion
that it is not possible to distinguish a common behavior
pattern that could be labeled as "culture of poverty. "
that
in a certain city in the United Statesr ân employment program substantially changed the structural opportunities
of the poor and unemployed. After analysing the process
of adaptation of the poor to their new environment, Davidsonand Krackhardt were able to say that with regard to the
world of work, "the impact of the mínority ind.ividual's
personalÍty has been overstated and misunderstood in the
culture of poverty literature. "l
Leonard. Davidson and. David Krackhardt found

Eleanor Leacock, in "The Culture of Poverty: A
Critigue," is highly critical of the concept of culture

of poverty proposed by Oscar Lewis.2 The articte is a
long and highly technical dissertation that we will try
to resolve and simplify. The first criticism has to do
with the cultural part of the concept of cul-ture of poverty. For Leacock, culture is "the totality of a group's
learned norms for behavior and manifestation of this
behavior. " It is a very broad definition that includes
not only ideological and. psychological aspects [that are
lDavidson, Leonard and Krackhardt, David. Op.
cit. , p.. 3 0B .
2leacock, Eleanor B. The Culture of Poverty: A
Critique. Simon and Schuster,
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also included in the culture of poverty theory), but also
economic and social aspects. According to Leacock, there
is a complex interaction among all those dimensions of culture; namely that the id.eological aspects d.evelop and
change with fund.amental changes in economic and socíaI
institutions.
rt is this lack of understanding the culture
as a whole that drove the defenders of the culture of poverty to misunderstand the culture; this misunderstand.ing
being caused by their class values, by deficient research
methods t ot by biased judgments when interpreting data.
The term culture is being inaccurately used when
it implies that poor people perpetuate the condition
of poverty in our society through their adherence to
unhealthy or dysfunctional values; and that need only
turn to presumably healthy and. functional middleto enter the world of relative economic
::H:rËlT"=
For Leacock, poverty cannot be overcome only by a
change of attitude.
There has to be a change towards unjust economic and social structures.

Criticism of the culture of poverty theory also
extends to some more concrete areas. For example, the
culture of poverty theory "assumes a person's 'valueattitude syst.em' and response pattern to be virtually
set by the age of six or seven. "2 Leacock disagrees with
this and argues that findings in d.evelopmental psychology
indicate that profound developments take place between
the age of six and ten. Leacock also points out that
'l

-Ibid.., p. 34.

)
-rbid.,

p. 13.
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followíng the culture of poverty theory one is forced to
conclude that what happens prior to school- entry is more
dominant and. important than what happens later.
Charles A. Valentine is also very critical of the
concept of culture of poverty proposed by Oscar Lewis. He
agrees with Leacock and has contributed a chapter in Leacock's book The Culture of Poverty: A Critique. Valentine
goes from questioning the fieldwork methods of Oscar Lewis,
to finding inconsistencies between his abstraction and
data. However, his major attack is directed against Lhe
cultural perspective, on the grounds that pove.rty is
structural, not cultural. His criticism can be summarized
thus:

Poverty is not basically the result of a specíaI
set of values and. behavior patterns of the poor, but
rather the result of inequality ín the social structure of the larger society. I
In the last part of his book Culture and Poverty:
Critique and Counter-proposals, Valentine seems to take a
less critical view of the cultural perspective. Because
of hís statement that "living in poverty has its own destructive effect on human capacities and that these impairments become part of the whole process perpetuating dep)
rivationr"- it is legitimate to say that he concurs with

lvalentine, Charles A. Culture and Poverty:
Critigue and Counter-proposals.
of
Chicago Press, l-968 .

2rbid., p. r45.
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the group of authors cited who admit the existence of a
culture of poverty, but argue that it is a consequence,
and not a cause, of the persistence of poverty.
It is indisputable that Charles Valentine strongly
disagrees with the concept of culture of poverty proposed
by Oscar Lewis. However, there is a "shadow" of a concept
of culture of poverty in his statement that living in
pove.rty has its own destructive effect on human capacities
and that these impairments become part of the r^¡hbIe process perpetuating poverty.
In his review of the book Culture

and.

Poverty:

Critique and Counter-proposals, publish-ed in Current
Anthropology, L9'79, Oscar LewÍs has the following statement that shows the evol-ution of his ideas since the time
he wrote Lavid.a: A Puerto Rican Family in the Culture of
Poverty--San Juan and New York in 1966:f
The crucial question from both the scientific and
the political point of view is: How much weight is to
be given to the internal, self-perpetuating factors
in the subculture of poverty as compared to the
external, social factors? My own position is that in
the long run the self-perpetuating factors are relatively minor and unimportant as compared to the basic
structure of the larger society. However, to achieve
rapid change and improvement with the minimum amount
of trauma one must work on both the "external" and
"internal" conditio.t=. 2
t_
-Lewis,

Oscar, op. cit.
2_
-Lewis, Oscar. Book review of Charl-es Valentine,
"Culture and Poverty: Critique and Counter-proposals" in
Current Anthropology 10 (1969).
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The above position subscribed to by Oscar Lewis

can be identified. with group 3 which admits the existence

of a culture of poverty, and. advocates it as one cause
among others for the persistence of poverty.
Another author that subscrj.bes to group 3 is Chaim
Vüaxman with his relational perspective. This will be analysed later in this chapter.
The social policies and programs that are derived
from the cultural perspective to fight. poverty inevitably
reflect the "internalist" position in which poverty is
seen as generated by the values and way of life of the
poor.
Accord.ing to this perspective, the poor must thus

be helped to be integrated into the system, and be taught

the values and behavior of the middle class in order to
overcome poverty.

Approaches towards the resocialization of the poor,

like compensatory education, special job training programs,
counselling and guidance, and cul-tural enrichment programs,
are based on a cultural perspectíve. Also the popular
principle of "helping the poor to help themselves" is
derived from an internalist position. In fact, almost
the entire field of social work has been based on the
cultural perspective.
The notion of "helping the poor to help themselves"
implies, basically, that the poor have to be changed to
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fit the system, which is, again implicitly, sound
. Helping the poor means helpíng them to think
and behave- "pioperl-y. "1

Children and young adults are the main focus of
anti-poverty programs because, according to the cul-tural
perspective, they are in a better position to take advantage of corrective efforts. Some rad.ical programs in the
United. States during the "\n/ar" on poverty in the 1960's,
like the Job Corps, incorporated in the Economic Opportunity Act of L964, went as far as removing youth from
their "dysfunctional" environment, while offering them
basic education and marketable skiIIs.
The process of eradicating poverty is very difficult and slow according to the cultural perspective because
it is the whole way of life whrich has been internalized
and passed down from generation to generation that has to
change. An important cause for the persistence of poverty
is d.ue to the fact that not enough material and human resources have been mobilized to change the poor.
The Structural Perspective

The structural perspective is in opposition to the

cultural perspective just analysed. For a structuralist,
people are poor because the structure of the society does
not allow them to improve their situation" It is thus the
t__
*Waxman,

Chaim. The Stigma of Poverty: A Critique
of Poverty Theories and Policies. Pergamon Press Inc.,
L977, p. 25.
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strucLure of the society that has to be radically changed,
and not the poor people
As mentioned earlíer, under the criticism of the

cultural perspective, the "externalists" advocate that the
poor share most values and norms of the middle cIass. However, d.ue to their structural positíon and, denied access
to cultural resources, the lov¡er class poor may act and
behave differently, thus forming a structurally distinct
subsociety. This subsociety will disappear once the restrictive structure of society has been changed and the
necessary redistribution of resources accomplished,
Ian Adams, William Cameron, Brian HiII, and Peter
Penz in their book, The Real Poverty Report, do not explicitly identify themselves with any perspective. But
from the arguments and proposals of the book which are
intend.ed "to help to create the will for social and political revolutionr"l from the fact that the book analyses
the economic system to explain the persistence of poverty,
and from the statement that "people are poor because they
don't have enough moneyr"2 it is cl-ear that they subscribe
to the structural perspective.
The ReaI Poverty Report analyses extensively the

factors that contribute to the production and persistence
Iod-*=, Ian; Cameron, William; HiIl, Brian
Penz, PeLer, op. cit., p. 7.
2rbid., p. 8,

and
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of poverty in an affluent country--Canada. Very briefly,
these factors are:
1) The Myth of Competition between ind.ividuals
whatever their origin and. social class in a free economic
market.

2) Permanent Unemployment that hits much more often
the low-wage and unskilled workers than the high-wage workers--or the middle and upper classes.
Unemployment both creates poverty and intensífies
the poverty that already exists; and unemployment is
itself created through government reaction to gains
ín income by the affluent. r
3) Vüage Inequality. A wide rang:e of wages perpetuates and. accentuates inequality. Wages depend mainly
on education, training, demands of the market, and on the
capacity f,or organizaLjion in professional associations and
labour unions, all areas where the poor are at a relative
disadvantage.

As an example of wage inequality in Canada--the
average income of doctors and. surgieons in 1961 was about

ten times that of fish canners and packers,
4) Economic Power: Corporations. According to
The Rear Poverty Report a free economic market does not
promote equality. The imbarance of economic power between
corporations or businesses, and the general public or the
people that work for these businesses, creates inequality
I
-rbid.,
p.

81.
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which j-s the root of poverty. Also pointed out by the

authors is the fact that corporations control the mass
media which is responsible for the apathy of Canadians
towards poverty.

5) Economic Power: Unions. Unions are too fragmented, too vulnerable to repressive actions from Lhe
government, and too close to the large corporations, to
fight poverty and inequality. Unions also tend to organize high-wage workers instead of low-wage workers who
are more difficult to organize due to their mobility and
dispersed. work locations.
6) Regional and Rura1 Poverty. The economic power
has provoked vast disparities between city and rural areas,
between different regions, and between provinces.
7) Discrimination. Statistics show that being a
woman, belonging to a minority group--Indian, Eskimo,
French-Canadian, etc.--or being old increases the chances
to be poor.
8) Consumer Exploitation affects all classes Lrapped in the illusion that consumption is good i-n itself ;
but the poor are the most exploited because they have to
pay for an exhorbitant credit rate as weII.
9) lhe lnile¡itance of Economíc Power which perpetuates the class structure from generation to generation,
and thus inequality and poverty.
The persistence of ín.equality and poverty in Canad.a
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is also seen as a conseguence of the government policy of
submitting public interest to large corporations, absence
of a real planned economy, and inadequate reaction to
structural problems.
The policies proposed by Jan Adams and his "structuralist" colleagues are somewhat an ansv¡er to the factors
that contribute to the productíon of poverty just analysed.
These policies range from fu11 employment, equalization of
wages, and better union organization of low-income workers
with a centraLízed, collective-bargaining process, to price
controls, giuaranteed annual income, and better regional
planning. All these measures reflect a socialist character and are in tune with the structural view that massive
social changes are required. to eradicate poverty.
A critique of the structural perspective often
found in social science literature can be summarized thus-living in poverty has destructive effects upon a person's
values and. way of life and this should be taken into consideration by any anti-poverty programs. Radical social
changes proposed by the "externalists" are also criticized
because they are noL practícable and not 1ikeIy to occur
in affluent societies like the United. States, Canada or
European countries, where the poor clearly constitute a
minority.
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The Third Perspective
The third approach to the study of the causes of

6.¿

poverty and related problems involves a set of authors
whose views differ widely. However, all these authors
agree that poverty cannot be explained by either the cultural or structural perspectíve alone because each by

itself

is incomplete.
The sources of poverty are found in the internal
characteristics and way of life of the poor, and in the
structure of the society and unequal distribution of resources.

Charles A. Valentine and Chaim f .

V'iaxman

are

the authors that subscribe to the third approach.
They present respectively the mod.el of a "Heterogeneous
among

Subsociety with Variable, Adaptative SubculLuresr" and

the "Relational Perspectiver " each of which will be analysed separately.
Heterogeneous Subsociety wíth Variable,
Adaptative Subcultures
Valentine reconciles the cultural- and structural
perspectives on the assumption that the basic points of

both perspectives are simultaneously valid. He refuses
to accept the concept of culture of poverty introduced
by Oscar Lewis, but is of the opinion that some subcultural patterns are a conseguence of living in poverty and
that these paLterns contribute to the perpetuation of
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poverty. Further research is necessary to determine the
amount of importance that should be given to the internal
as opposed to the external causes of poverty. But, internal causes "are definitely not the wh-ole problem and almost
certainly not the principal problem."l
Valentiner s model is self-explanatory:
a) The lower-class poor possess some distinct subcultural patterns, even though they also subscribe to
norms of the middle class or the total system in some
of the same areas of life and are quite nondistinctive
in other areas; there is variation in each of these
d.imensions from one ethnic group to another.
b) The distinctive patterns of the poverty subcultures, Iike those of the other subsocieties, include
not only pathogenic traits but also healthy and positive aspects, elements of creative adaptation to
conditions of d.eprivation.
c) The structural position and subcultural patterns
of the poor stem from historical and contemporary
sources that vary from one ethnic or regional group to
another but generally involve a multicausal combination
of factors.
d) fnnovation serving the interests of the lower
class to an optimal degree will therefore requíre more
or less simultaneous, mutually reinforcing changes in
three areas: increases in the resources actually available to the poor; alterations of the total social
structure; and. changes ín some subcultural patterns.
e) The most likely sources for these changes is one
or more social movements for cultural revitalization,
drawing original strength necessarily from the poor,
but succeeding only if the whole society is affected
directly or inaireðLLy.2
Following this model, Valentine presents a proposal
to reduce inequality and. increase the povøer of the poor.
Valentine, Charles

2rbid., p.

143.

A.

Op. cit.,

p. L45.
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Here he advocates "positive discrimination" in favor of the

poor and other disadvantaged groups
The proposal is essentially directed to employment
of the poor and the unemployed. In order to achieve this
goal, employers, giovernmental agencies, and educational
institutions should join efforts to give real advantages
and opportunities for training and employment to the disadvantaged.

Valentine's proposal to deal with poverty does not
go beyond this basic outline, and. seems to fall into a
problem-solving social policy instead. of an expected "a1teration of the total social structure" underlined in his
mod.el. fn fact, according to Oscar Lewis:
Valentine suggests no fundamental changes in the
structure of the social and economic system beyond
that of providing better jobs for the unemployed by
a national policy of compensatory hiring.f
The criticism made by the author of this thesis
is that Valentine's proposal should be less problemsolving and more structurally oriented, and this finds
support in John Friedmannrs statement:
Job retraining programs for the poor have enjoyed
a certain vogue lin the Unit.ed States] in recent
years. They have also been notably unsuccessful.
But no serious effort has gone into a study of the
guidance system, wlr-ich consistently generates a
stream of people \,ùho become redundant in an economy
geared to rapid technological obsolescence and the

-Lewis, Oscar. Book review of Charles Valentine,
"Culture and. Poverty: Critique and Counter-proposals" in
Current Anthropology 10 (L969) , p. 189.
1_
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maximization of private gain. A lasting solution to
the problem of structural unemployment and poverty
will be found only when we are prepared to make
changes tfràt riii-cul-oft
this Ëtrèam at the =orrr"".1
Nevertheless, Valentine's contribution to the
study of poverty is relevant and should be viewed not as

a static perspective, but as the basis for further research.

The Relational Perspective
The relational perspective is one of the most

recent theories that attempts to explain the persistence
of poverty in an affluent society ví2, the United States.
It is proposed by Chaim Waxman and intends to overcome
the culturalist and the structuralist viewpoint by analysing the position of the poor in the social structure,
and the intra- and inter-action of the poor and non-poor.
Chaim Waxman advocates that the stigma associated
with poverty is responsible for the material and cultural
ísolation of the poor. It is the reaction to this stigma
of poverty that drives members of the lower class to
develop "a cluster of traits that have been described, as
the culture of poverty."2 O."ording to Waxman, culture
of poverty is not a completely independent culture as the
culturalists argue, but a dependent subculture "in the
'l

-Friedmann, John. Retracking America. Anchor
Books Edition, 1973, p. 165.
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sense that the persistence of the subculture is dependent

upon the persistence of the stigTma. "l

convincingly demonstrates that the concept
of culture of poverty is not incompatible with the structural perspective, fD the beginning, the behavioral patterns of the poor are merely situational adaptations that
would disappear if the conditions of life are improved.
Howeverr âs these ad.aptations are passed. d.own from generation to generation due to their adaptive guality, the
behavioral patterns become "the way things are done" under
those conditions of life.
Thus, a situational adaptation
gives way to a cultural pattern if hard conditions of life
are not improved. over generations.
I{axrnan summarizes in the following statement the
guidelines of the relational perspective:
It is the perspective of this analysis, then, that
the persistence of poverty and the behavior of the
poor cannot be attributed to soIely internal nor external sources. R.ather, they have both internaÏ and
external sources which are reciprocally related, in
that the patterns and. attitud.es of the poor are
adjustments to the stigma of poverty, and these
adjustments are transmitted intergenerationally through
socialization. Socialízation, the internal aspect,
teaches the young how to behave in situations of
stress, which are the product of external aspects, the
stigma of poverty.z
Concerning the social policy implications of the
relational perspective, Waxman does not offer any specific
lrlaxman

1*-**"rr, Chaim. op. cit. p.
,

)
-Ibid.,

p. 98.

93.
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proposal-s, but suggests directions for a successful social

policy. In order to eradícate the stígma of poverty, which
is the cause of the persistence of poverty, the poor should
be integrated with the non-poor rather than be isolated.
One criterion for the evaluation of a social policy is the
d.egree of integration of the poor with the non-poor that it
promotes. Programs that are avaílable to all members of
the society, such as unemployment insurance, are strongly
recommended.

A criticism made by the author of this thesis to

s relational perspective is that it is not quite
clear what role culture of poverty wil-l play once the stigma
of poverty has been eradicated.. Witl the culture of poverty
merely disappear with the eradication of the stigma of
poverty? Or will the culture of poverty persist after the
eradication of the stígrma? This is a question that Waxman
does not answer explicitly.
His statement that "the failure
to recognize the adaptive quality of culture
. has been
the source of a mass of confusion and Iogica11y unfounded
criticisn on the subject of culture of poverty"l may lead
an attentive reader to conclud.e that culture of poverty
will change and adapt to "external" improvements, but in
a very slow way.
I¡Iaxman d.oes not explore this view. But it is as
if culture of poverty works as a large "momentum of inertia"
Waxmanr

Iw.**.rr, Chaim. op. cit. , p.

56.
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that impedes a rapid integration of the poor with the rest
of the society, whenever external improvements take place.
Curiously enough, Oscar Lewis does support this view given
by the author of this thesis:
The crucial question from both the scientific and
the political point of view is: How much weight is to
be given to the internal, self-perpetuating factors
in the subculture of poverty as compared to the external, social factors? My own position is that in
the long run the self-perpetuating factors are relatively minor and. unimportant as compared to the basic
structures of the larger society. However, to achieve
rapid change and improvement with the minimum amount
of trauma, one must work on both the [external" and
"internal" conditions. 1
In addition to the vast analyses of the causes of
poverty, to the social policies recoÍtmended, and to the
criticism made, there is a nevr dimension to the problem
of poverty that has to be added. This new factor is the
imminent era of scarcity and the energy crises. How will
this new era of austerÍty, scarcity and energy crises
affect the poor?
It is known that in the past "the conditions of
the poor tended to ímprove d.uring times of fulI employment
and the gap between the rich and the poor became wider in
times of recession."2 So with fierce competition for
-Lewis, Oscar. Book review of Charles Valentine,
"Culture and. Poverty: Critique and Counter-proposals" in
Current Anthropology I0 (1969), p. L92.
)
-Durfee,
David. Poverty in an Affluent Society.
Serie Inquiry into Crucial American Prob1ems, edited by
Jack Fraenkel, L977, p. 95.
1_
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limited resources, global energy crises, and steep inflation "will it mean even stiffer competition for limited
goods and. nothing at all left for the losers or will it
lead to a new set of values which will help end the present
sj-tuatj-on of poverty existing next to affl-uence?"1 This ís
a crucial question which David. A. Durfee does not answer.
However, the effects of this new dimension of the problem
of poverty are already felt all over Europe.2
According to Time magazine, January 12, 1981:
At a conference on social policy this fall at the
O.E.C.D., academics, businessmen, union leaders and
government officials reached agreement on a central
point: in the face of a wor1d. slump induced by rising
energy prices, the era of openhanded social benefits
has effectively ended.3
In fact, the welfare system has become too expensive and
too heavy for most European economies. As an example,
The Netherland.s government is attempting to reduce the
30 percent share of the national bud.get that now maintains
Ã
the welfare system.' Other affluenL countries like Sweden,
France and Britain, are also introducing drast.ic cut-backs
on funds to fight poverty.
Thus the poor are alread.y suffering the effects of
IDorf"", David. op. cit., p. 5.
2*" could also mention the conservatism wave that
has beên growing in the U.S. that helped to elect Ronald

Reagan.

?
"Time
magazine, January 12, 1981, p. 23.

^'rbid.,

p.

22.
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the first wave of the crisis, and it ís legitimate to conclude that unless there is a structural change the poor
will see their situation getting worse and worse.
William Ophuls, in his book Ecology and the Politics
of Scarcity, * supports this view. He advocates that d.ue to
ecological scarcity it is necessary to radically change
national institutions that support ind.ividualistic and
laissez-faire attitudes and. international rel-ations that
cause the gap to widen between rich and poor countries.
To face ecological scarcity Ophuls proposes a steady-state
society that is characterized. by communalísm, authority,
values of frugality and sufficietrcy, and so on, He does
not bluntly state what will happen to the poor in the
stead.y state. However, it is legitimate to conclude from
the tone of his book that if the stead.y sLate is achieved
there will be a movement towards equality and social justice. ff the laissez-faire attitude and the free economic
market are maintained, poverty will increase in absolute
and relative terms among the lower classes, until a revoIution, world \,var, or major change takes place.
It is interest.íng to see how this new dimension of
the problem of poverty affects the three perspectives analysed. On the one hand it is clear and. undeniable that it
supports structural change. On the other, a stead,y-state
1

lophrrl=, Irïi1liam.
Scarcity, L977.

Ecology and the Politics of
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society

a change of values towards frugality, communalism, and simplicity of life.
However, this change of
values is not only for the poor, as a culturalist would
argue--because for a culturalist, the míddle-c1ass values
are implicitly sound.--but for al-l- members of the society,
the poor and the non-poor. It ís almost as if the values
of the midd.le class become as dysfunctional in a stead.ystate society as the culturalists say the culture of
poverty is nowadays. So, if the new era of scarcity and
energy crises is taken into consideration, the culturalperspective should. attempt to change the values and behavior of the poor to the values of a stead.y state, and not
to the values of Lhe mid.dle class. This statement mad-e by
the author of this thesis demand.s further research that
unfortunately goes beyond the scope of this thesis.
From the fact that both structural and cultural
changes will occur in an era of ecological scarcity, it is
Iegitimate to conclude that the third_ perspective, which
advocates structural changes of the society and. cultural
improvements of the poor, is not only the perspective that
best explains the causes for the persistence of poverty
but also one that best faces the future era of ecological
scarcity.
The next chapter will focus on the improvements
that housing can bring to the present situation of the
poor just analysed..
demands

CHAPTER
HOUSING AS

A CATALYSIS

TIT

FOR THE TMPROVEMENT

OF THE FOURTH

VüORLD

ft is not the intention of this thesis to advocate
that poverty in affluent societies can be overcome by a
new housing policy, practice t or any tlrpe of housing improvement in the Fourth Wor1d. It has been shown in the
preceding chapters that the complex situatíon of the Fourth
World demands a concerted campaign engulfing cultural improvements and structural changes.
However, it is the cont.ention of this chapter that
housing, understood as both the physical commod.ity and
specifically, the process of achieving that commodity, can
be a fulcrum for the improvement of Fourth World conditíons
and a catalysis for the fíght against poverty in affluent
societies.
This goal is not new! Michael Harrington supported
it, almost twenty years âgo, when he stated
a campaign against the misery of the poor should
be comprehensive.... Here, housing is probably the
basic point of departure. If there were the funds
and imagination for a campaign to end slums in the
United. States, most of the other steps needed to deal
with poverty could be integrated with it. r
-Harrington, Michael. The Other America, Poverty
in the United States. MacMilla
1__
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Fathy, in his book Architecture for the Poor,
also has a very similar statement regarding the potentialities of housing while attempting to improve the situation
of the Egyptian peasants whích he describes as "hopelessr"
"resignedr" and. "too sunk in their misery to initiate a
Hassan

change. " 1

Accordíng to Fathy, "the standards of living and
culture among the worldrs desperately poor peasants can
be raised through cooperatj-ve building, wh-ích involves

a

to rural mass housing."2
Some public housing policies in the United States
were also based in an apparently similar goal: that by
improving the housing conditions the guality and quantity
of life of the poor would also be improved. And sor massive housing programs were sponsored, designed, constructed
and managed by the giovernment and centralized agencies.
However, these public housing policies have not produced
the desired resultsr ês exp'ressed by John Palen in his book
new approach

The Urban V[orld:

Public housing was originally d.esigned to provide
standard-quality housing for those who could not afford
decent, safe housing on the private market. One of
the basic unwritten assumptions of the programs was
that by changing a family's residence you could also
change the way they lived and the way they behaved.
1o

"l"ar
oping countries.

reference to the Fourth world in devel-

2r.ahy, Hassan. Architecture for the Poor.
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1973, p. XV.
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...Once professíonals thought that if they could get
problem famj-lies out of slums, then fathers would stop
drinking, mothers stop fooling around, and kids stop
doping and stealing. ft didn't work; as caustically
expressed by one professional in Urban Affairs: "They
are the samè bunch of bastards they always v/ere. "1

At a first look, the failure of these public housing policies could be interpreted as a seríous threat and
handicap to the goal of this thesis; that housing can in
fact work as a strong catalysis for the improvement of the
Fourth lrlorl-d. As it will be clear throughout this chapter,
the failure of massive public housing in upgrad.ing the life
of the poor d.oes not deter.the hypothesis of this chapter.
However, the three examples briefly referred. to,
raise two essential questions in pursuing the study of this
subj ect.
The first question is conc€rned with the meaning
and values of housing. This thesis follows the view of
housing as advocated by John F. C. Turner and fan D. Terner.
According to them,
the word housíng signifies much more than houses or
dwelling units--it refers to the activities of people
(and their organizations and institutions) build.ing
and using houses and the directly related utilities
and services. In other words, when we write the word
housingr w€ have in mind the "actorsr" their organizations, and their organized "activities"--as well as
)
the material products or achievements of their actions.IP"t"r*, John. The Urban Vforld. McGraw-Hil-1,
Toronto, L975.
2rrrrrr"t, John and Terner, fan. Industrialized
Housing. Department of Housing and urba@
Office of International- Affairs, L972, p. IX.
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Thus, housing should be understood not only as the
physical product but also as the process to achieve and

maintain that commodity. According to this view of housing
it. is easy to understand. one of the factors that contributed
to the failure of massive public housing projects, which
focused. onry on the physical and ouality standards of hous-

ing and d.id not pay any attention to the process of achieving it. Good housing does not necessarily mean expensive
materials, high area/occupant ratios, or any other physical
stand.ard..

is, according to John Turner and
Robert Fichter, that in which "both the housing procedures
and. the dwelling environments produced act as vehicres for
personal fulfillment and stimulate real social and economic
d,evelopment, or , to use Sapir ' s phrase, 'genuine culture . , ,, f
The second question is concerned with a criterion
to evaluate the impact of housing upon poverty. The capacity of housing to catalyze the improvement of the Fourth
W'orld situation would. have to be tested upon the causes of
the persistence of poverty. and not upon the visual manifestations of poverty. As the extensive analysis of the
causes of the persistence of poverty carried. out in
Chapter II proved, poverty is maintained and produced. by
a combination of "the culture of poverty" and structural
Good housing

lr,rrrr"r, John and Fichter, Robert. Freedom to
Buil-d. MacMillan Company, New York, L972, p.7ss.
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oppression.

Thus, it is clear that the criteria

that should be
followed is the capacity of housing to destroy the cul-ture
of poverty and to promote structural changes.
The impact of housíng upon each of these two factors responsible for the persistence of poverty, and thus,
the existence of the Fourth World, will be examined separately for a better systematization of the analysis.
The Impact of Housing upon the
Culture of Poverty
The culture of poverty is a way of life

poor people

develop to cope with their d.eprived situation.

This way of
life is then passed down from parents to children and renders the next generations unable to take advantage of
upgrad.ing opportunities that may occur in their lifetime.
The culture of poverty ís self-perpetuating and
persists even after unjust structural conditions have been
corrected. A detailed analysis of this phenomenon has
been described in Chapter II, constituting a school of
thought cal-led "cultural perspective. "
Several traits of the culture of poverty were
pointed out in Chapter TI. However, accordingi to Oscar
Lewisl and Chaim Waxmanr2 it. is possible to select the
-Lewis, Oscar. La Vida: A Puerto Rican Family in
the Culture of Poverty-1_

2w-**arr, chaim.

Hurtig Limited,

L977.

The Stigma of Poverty. M,

G.
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most important characteristics, which, when they have been
overcome, will

allow people to escape from the culture of

poverty.
The characLeristics selected are:

1) Feelings of hopelessness, fatalism and despair.
2) Lack of confidence in personal capacities and
feelings of inferiority.
3) Low level of literacy, education and skiIls.
4) No participation in major social organizations
and isolation from the larger society.
It is upon these four main traits that the capacity
of housing to overcome the culture of poverty is going to
be tested. The other characteristics of the culture of
poverty identified in Chapt.er II--a very strong present
time orientation, lack of impulse control-, and the several
family features enunciated--are considered to be gradually
improved by the overcoming of these four major characteristics.
I) Feelings of hopelessness, fatalism and despair
can be appeased and transformed into hope and pride if
people are directly involved in the process of housing
achievement and community development, and are given, according to their needsr ârr incentive to participat,e, and
an access to the resources for housing development,
Several authors agiree with this statement. From
the moderate suggestion of William Grindley that, "owner-
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buildings tap dormant energy and enthusiasrtr"l to the more
definite view of the report of Self-He1p Housing in the
)
IJ.S.A.,- a large spectrum of supporters could be pointed
out. This report presented to the United. States Department of Housing and Urban Development (H.U.D.), has a very
interesting and relevant statement.
The worst human cond.ition is material poverty compounded and reinforced by the lack of hope. Depressingly, large-pockets of this utter poverty exist
in the U.S.A.r
This is a clear reference to the Fourth World in
the United States. The report gioes on to say that people
trapped in this social group are not in need of "better
standards lof housing] and better jobs so much as a job,
an income and above all,

Á,

"= The solution advanced
by t.his report is "employed self-hel¡l.housing programst'
directed towards housing improvements, employment opportunities and community development projects, through which
"a famiLy'incapacitated by prolonged unemployment d.iscovers
or red.iscovers hope and opportunity.,'5
hopg.

*Grind.ley, irlilIiam. "O\,vner-Builders--Survivors
with a Future." Freedom to Bui1d, Organization for Social
and Technical- rnn@972,
p. 19.
)-Self-Help
preliminary
Housing in th
report to
t H.U.D., 1969.
3rbid. , p. 107.
1

^'rbid

-
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The authorr s experience in Bairro das Marianas,

a

Fourth world community on the urban fringe of Lisbon, portuga1, also confirms one's faith in the capacity of housing

to raise hope for a better future and convince the inhabitants that a better way of life is possible. (The whore
process is described in detail in the Appendix of this
thesis. )
Bairro das Marianas was a very destitute
community, as the photos and description in chapter r show,
a group of christians, organized under the name of t'Movímento dos Jovensr" of which the author vras a member,
engaged in improving the situation of the barrio.
The financial resources available lvere almost nil
and thus the primary needs of Lhe barrio exceeded astronomically the capacity of the Movimento dos Jovens. rt did
not take long to conclude that any action of the Movimento
dos Jovens would have to be directed towards herping peopre
to herp themsel-ves and. to the organization of campaigns
that required peopler s participation rather than large
financial resources.
Because

Throughout the implementation of this principle

the population, led by a newly organized residents, committee and. backed. by the Movimento dos Jovens, \^¡ere
directly invorved. in housing improvements and. development
of the bairro.
The achievements went from electricity

for all
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houses and streets, roofs for needy houses, and more public

water taps, to a conìmunity centre and cultural activities.
These accomplishments are not remarkable if they are measured by pure physícal standards, but they are extraordinary
in making people realize that they still have some control
over their lives and surrounding environment, and. that
change towards a better life could be possible.

a

In his book Culture and Poverty, Charles Valentine
makes a very interesting statement, in the sense that it
supports a phenomenon observed. in the Bairro das Marianas-"even slight improvements in the level of life and hope
have often liberated. quite unsuspected strengths, and
rising hopes have led, not just to frustration, but to
creative forms of action for change. "l
However, it should also be noted that this stage
of j-ncreased hope and confidence in a better way of life

is very unstable and easily reversible if people are not
allowed access to resources and. given real opportunities
to upgrad.e their situation. This fact emphasizes the view
that the fight against poverty has to be comprehensive.
Housing is one aspect of the fight, and an important one.
2) Lack of confidence in personal capacities and.
feelings of inferiority are greatly improved by a person's
invorvement in the building process of his or/ün house. This
lvalentine, Charles A. Culture and PovertI.
University of Chicago Press, Chim
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capacity of housing ís supported by the main point of the
book Freedom to Build. In fact, according to John Turner
and. Robert Fichter,

dwellers control the major decisions and are
free to make their own contributions in the design,
construction t oy management of their housing, both
this process and the environment produced stimulate
individual and socíaI well-being.i
These authors go on to say that beyond the physical
improvements brought about by self-helped housing, there
are the nonquantifiable benefits of "pride in achievementr "
"sense of competencer" and "sense of satisfaction" which
stems from d.irect personal action.2
The Special Report on Techniques of Aided Sel-f-Help
Housing is also unanimous with the above view, underlining
that,
a person who has built his own home has a stake in
and an appreciation for that home. An individual's
involvement in the constructiolr process results in
a feeling of responsibility...s
More beautiful envíronments, healthier housirg,
and better physical standards are also relevant factors
in the upgrading of feelings of inferiority and marginality.
The kind. of materials and technologies used in
when

IFrgedo* to Build, op. cit.,

zrbid., p.
?

p. 24L.

242.

'Special Report on Techniques of Aided Self-He1p
Office of International Affairs, I973, p. 1.

Housing.
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housing construction are also ímportant. construction

materiars should be familiar to the peopre, and. the technology used should be simple and easily controlled by
unskilled people. In this \^/ay a person may express his
naturar creativity and. acTrieve more satisfaction from
having built a house that fits his particular needs.
3) Low leveI of literacy, education and skills.
It ís undisputable that ed.ucation is one of the most important vehicles for a person to upgrade his or her own
status. Better ed_ucation means increased prestige, more
power, and higher vrages.
However, for a person without resources to invest

in education, and trapped in the culture of poverty, there
is a different connotation to ed.ucation. rt is one of the
most important barriers in separating the poor from the
non-poora

This phenomenon has been perceived by politicians
with good intentions, as well as planners and sociar workers. Consequently the need. of education for the poor
has been occasionally proclaimed. At such times, special
ed.ucation programs are created. f or the poor r or, in most

cases, for the fortunate poor who have the luck to

be

reached-.

These special education programs are "special" in

the fact that they are d.esigned to integrate the poor
within the society. The poor, it is assumed, know nothing,
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and the teachers, as representative of the dcrninant culture
and stalus guo, know everything.

In the ed.ucation process that fo1lows, the poor are
the depositories and Lhe teacher is the depositor; orr to
use Paulo Freire's words: "education, thus becomes an act
of d.epositing. "l
This develops into what Paulo Freire calls the
"banking" concept of education:
In the banking concept of education, knowledge is a
gift bestowed by those who consider themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know
nothing.

z

Through Èhe banking method of education, the val-ues

of the dominant class are then inculcated into the poor, in
a kind of "cultural invasion. " According to Paulo Freire,
the invaders penetrate the cultural context of another
group, in disrespect of the latter's potentiatities;
they impose their own víew of the worl-d upon those they
invade and. inhibit the creativity of the invad,ed by
curbing their expression. r
The fact that a person is living in the culture of
poverty does not make this invasion legitimate, nor does
it give the dominant class the right to impose its o$Jn
values or culture.
If there were not reasons based on the principles
of liberty and personal auto-determination, the fragile
1_
-Freire,

Paulo. Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Helder

and Held.er, New York,

197

2rbid., p. 58.

3lbid., p.

150.
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values of consumerism, free market economy, maximization
of private gain, individualistic and laissez-faire atti-

tudes, and so on, characteristic of the dominant classes,
would forbid. ít. As shown in Chapter II, in an era of
scarcity, the values of the upper and middle classes become as dysfunctional in a steady-state society as the
culture of poverty is nowadays, because the values of a
steady-state society are characterízed, by communalism,
authority, frugality and sufficiency.
The solution we should strive for is education as
an instrument for liberation, rather than for domination.
An education that develops the capacities of thinking and
questioning; that promotes creativity, and "stimulates
true reflection and action"il and. that deals with "the
problems of men in their relation with the world,.u2 This
soluLion is advocated by Paulo Freire and is labelled as
the "problem-posing" education.
Housing, understood as an activity,

is in a privileged position to incorporate and take advantage of this
"problem-posing" education. In aided self-help housing
programs there is always a pre-construction phase to
organize the participants and to prepare them for the
construction of the housesProblem-posing educatíon could easily be included

lFteir",
)
-Ibid.,

Pau1o. op. cit.,
p. 66.

p. 7L.
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in the pre-construction phase t or precede it if the 1ow
level of literacy so d.emanded. This would be greatly
profitable not only for the people but arso for the whole
housing project. Because problem-posing education deals
with the rear "probrems of men in their relation with the
worldr"* the ideal education program for Fourth World
people would focus on the topic of housing. euestions
like "why are \Are living in such deprived conditions and
other people are not?", "what would be the best method to
achieve decent housing?", or "what kind. of materials and
skills should be used in the housing construction?", would
greatly contribute to the development of the people and
housing programs, and would guarantee that houses fit the
needs of the householders.
This view of education integrated with housing
projects, demands further research that unfortunately,
't

goes beyond the scope of this thesis.
However, the important thing to note is the poten-

tiality of housing to upgrad.e the level of education of
the poor people.
Housing can also be a vehicle to improve the skills

of the poor. Throughout the many months of the building
process of a house, a person will become familiar with a
variety of construction skills and. eventuarry specialize
in one of them. If, in some cases, the skills learned are
IFreire, Paulo.

Op. cit.,

p. 66.
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not enough for a person to find a related job, they will
always be useful for future housing renovations and provide a guarantee against housing decay.
Hassam Fathy in his book Architecture for the Poor,
advocates a very similar view, but he goes beyond to propose an "in-service training. "
ff a village is to be built by its own future inhabitants, then we must give them the necessary skilIs....
I suggest that these workers be trained on the job.
It would be difficult to train a large number of
apprentices on snall jobs such as private houses.
That is why it is necessary, if a village is to be
built by the cooperative system, to start with public
buildings, which provide plenty of opportunity for
training the villagers in building crafls that they
can latér apply to thei:: own dwetÍings.1
4) No participatj-on in major social organizations
and isolation from the larger society. The impact of
housing upon this importan't characteristic of the culture
of poverty can be said to be both indirect and direct.
ft is indirect in the sense that the capacities
of housing to improve skil-Is, upgrade education and overcome feelings of inferiority,
fatalism and hopelessness,
greatly contribute to a better integration of the poor in
the larger society.
It is direct in the sense that some housing
strategies necessarily increase the leve1 of organization
of the participants. A good example is organized self-help
housing programs which view the future householders as the

Ir.ahy, Hassam. op. cit., p. I22.
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main actors in the process of achieving housing but that

provide access to resources and coordinate the efforts of
the participants
From the combination of direct and indirect effects

of housing it. is also legitimate to expect increased participation in major social organizations like labour unions
or large residents' associations.
Higher physical quality of the houses and environment also contribute to a better integration of the poor i-n
the larger society by overcoming the immediate visual distinction of a Fourth Vlorld community from a I'standard"
community.

From the above analysis, it

is legitimate to conclude that housing has a very positive impact upon the four
main characteristics of the culture of poverty. Housing is
also in the privileged position to incorporate other
programs--Iíke education and skill training--designed to
upgrade the way of life of the poor.
To finalize, it should. be noted that a lesson comes
from developing countries based on the success of self-help
methods in overcoming the culture of poverty. Co1in Ward,
(the preface author of Housing by People), compares the
attitudes of the poor in developing countries to those of
the poor in developed societies. According to Ward, the
attitudes of self-help and initiative of the poor in Third
Wor1d countries are in great contrast to the attitudes of
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the poor in rich countries, "h/ho are deprived of the last
shred of personal autonomy and human dignity, because they
have nothing they can depend on apart from the machinery
of welfare. "1
Housing has an important impact on this phenomenon.
For Colin Vtard illegal squatter settlements are a "triumph
of self-heIp, wl¡-ich, overcoming the culture of poverty,
evolved over time ínto fu1ly serviced suburbs, giving their
occupants a foothold. in the urban economy.u2
On the other hand, mass public housing in the
cities of affluent. societies is seen as Íncarcerating
people in the culture of poverty. To use Wardrs words:
"In London, G1asgow, New York or Detroit, in spite of an
enormous investment in mass housing, the poor are trapped
in the culture of poverty.t'3
The Capacity of Housing to Promote

Structural Changes
As seen in Chapter II, poverty is produced and
maintained not only by the culture of poverty, but also
by the unjust and oppressive structure of the society.
If housing is to be claimed as an important catalyst of the improvement of the Fourth World situation,
then its capacities would have to be proven to contribute
lward, Colin.
London | \976 | p. 7.
zrbid., p. 5.

Housing by PeopIe.

3rbid., p. 7.

Marion Boyards,
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also to structural change. Thus, the goal of this section
is to ínvestigate in what way housing promotes structural
change. However, before embarking in this discussion it. ís
necessary to look more closely into housing.
The concept of housing as it has been developing
in Chapter III, is essentially based on three principles
stated by John F. C. Turner.I These basic principles of
housing derive from lessons Turner learned in developing
countries and that he. found. to be universal.
1) The principle of self-government in housing.2
This principle is based on the consideration that what
matters in housing is what it does for people, i.e. how
well it satisfied the different needs of the householders,
rather than what it ís, how i-t looks or how high the
quality standards are.
According to Turner3 the main householder needs

are access--to social interaction, employment, and. institutionsr--shelter "from climate and neighbours u4--, and
tenure providing a minimum of security. However, each of
these housing needsr--access, shelter and tenure--vary
widely according to the priorities of the householders.

It is impossible for a central agency, with its large scale
'l
--Turner,
John F.

Chapter 6.

2rbid.

, p.
4rbid., p.

104
97 .

C.

Housing By People. Op. Cit.,
2

'rbid. , p.

97 .
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projects and low input of citizen participation, to supply
housing that satisfies personal needs.
Even if it were possible for a centralized decision
and control system to supply the great majority of
householders with well-matched housing services,
their tolerance would shrink, generating even more
exacting demands while failing to provide that satisfaction which one gets from having made a decisíon
or having done Fomething for oneself, however imperfect it may be.r
In order that housing satisfies the priorities and
"need.s of a householder, it is imperative that individuars
themselves are in control of the housing process, and thus
the principle of self-governrnent in housing.
. 2) The principle of appropriate technologies of.
)
housing.- As seen in the principle of self-government in
housing, centrally produced housing js incapable of
matching the pe::sonal'variety of housing priorities.
These
mismatches-- (or expected future mismatches) --transmit to
usersr-- (or potentiar userst ¡ --dissatisfaction, which consequently leads to decreased investment of personal

and

local resources.
Personal and local resources go from muscle-po\,.rer,
skil-Is, imagination, \dillpower, initiative and cooperation
between people, to the capacity of using locarry available

materials and tools. It should be noted. that these
resources arè essentially renewable, non-poltuting,
p.

41.

and

Itrrrrr"r, John F. C. Housing By people. op. cit.,
zrbid., p. 104.
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cannot be controlled by authoritarian central powers or
used against the wíII of the people. On the other hand,

centrall-y produced housing uses heavy equipment, complex
technol-ogies and fossíI fuel energy, that are suitable for
large scale standardízeð, procedures and products.
The more the amount of centrally constructed hous-

irg, the more the standardization, the more will be the
mismatches with peoplets priorities,
which lead to less
investment of personal and local resources. To overcome
the decrease in personal involvement, more centrally built
housing is planned, gíving place to a vicious cycle.
Because fossil-fuelled technologies are very expensive and highly paid bureaucrats and administrators consume
large financial resources, housing becomes accessible only
to the wealthy¡ or the heavily subsidized lower classes.
In economies of scarce resources--that in an era of globaI
scarcity incl-ude also the affluent societies--not only the
costly means to achieve housing built by central agencies
are unbearable, but also, the heavy subsidies required and
the very fast de.cay of public housing are intolerable.
This fact drove Turner to advocate the principle
of Appropriate Technologies of Housing. The principle is
based on the conclusion that "the economy of housing is a
matter of personal and local resourcefulness rather than
centrally controlled, industrial productivity."l So,
l*rtrr"r, John F. C. Housiry- 3I. Peopfs. Op. cit.,

p.

102.
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appropriate technologies, also referred to as alternative
technologies, are required to allow access to loca1 resources by people and small organizations.
3) The principle of Planning for Housing through
1

Limits.-

The task of central agiencies and government

housing authorities is to protect and supply scarce resources to the people and local organizations, and to con-

struct hardware infrastructures that serve large numbers
of people, like water supply.
Proscríptive Planning,2 i.e., planning that establishes limits within which people are free to act, is
designed to alIow people to use in their own \^¡ay, the resources avairable to them. on the other hand, Prescriptive
.)
Planningr' i.e., planning that states lines which must be
followed, is essential for the design and installation of
the supra-local infrastructures.
Proscriptive planning, in the conLext of housing,
is according to John Turner, the correct form of planning
to give incentive to the investment of 1ocal and personal
resources, and to promote self-governíng forms. planning
p.

105.

lTorrr"r, John F. C. Housing By People, op. cit.,

2r"r* used by Turner in Housíng By people, op. cit.
p. 30. Proscriptive'Iaw meaningffi"
and.
consequently leaving a complementary universe of viable
alternatives from where people are free to choose.
3*"r* used. by Turner ín Housing By People, op. cit.
p. 30. Prescriptive law meaning@d
consequently leaving no alternative
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is also essential- to guarantee equitable access to resources, namely l-and, money and technology and to limit private
exploitation of natural resources.
From the general description of housing, and in
particular, from these three principles of housing, there
emerges a general concept of self-governing forms derived
from the incentive of self-hetp methods in achievinq
housing.

According to Turner, self-governing forms give
pov¡er to people and loca1 organizations and reduce the

authority of centrar governments and large corporations.
This contributes to the spread of the seeds of structuralchanget oy to use Turnerts words:
When a critical mass of people realize this, the
sLructural changes vital to the immediate improvement
of the condition of the- poor, and to the continued
existence of human life, can take place. The breakdown of traditionally accepted institutions in urbanindustrial contexts testifies to the fact that this
development is equally likely in rich societies.l
Events occurring in Europe reinforce the vj-ew that
when peopre are directry involved in the process of achieving housing, new forms of organization are born, new power
is generated and old oppressive structures of the society
are questioned, if not changed. According to Time magazine,
March 30, 1981:
Squatting is not a nevr phenomena in the major cities
of housing-short V[estern Europe, but it has been
p.

155.

lTotrr"r, John F. C. Housing By Peopler op. ci-t.
,
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gathering force in recent months, particularly in
Arrests of sguatters have led to more
demonstrations and begun to spirl over into a broad.er,
ill-defined protest against everything from materialism
and. technology to authority in general. officiars in
Bonn fear the squatters movement could becomg politicized or even develop links with terrorists.l
The article goes on to say that:
Similar disorders suddenly flared. in other European
cities, most notably Amsterdam and Zurich. The squatters put much of the brame on local housins authoriti-es
for an inability to cope with social changã.2
To sum up the investígation into the capacity of
housing to catalyze the improvement of the Fourth wor1d, it
is regitimate to say that housing has a very positive impact upon the curture of poverLy and. unjust structure of
the society. From the combination and. mutual reinforcement
of these positive f actors, the Fourth i¡torld is greatly
vüest Germany.

improved.

Or, to use the word.s from a report on self-he1p
methods made by the secretary of the united states Department of Housing and Urban Development (H,U.D. ) , and presented to the Congress in 1969:
It is evident that self-he1p methods, properly applied,
increases hous.ing production, decreases costs to the
user and to the public, and contributes to the elimination of the symptoms and causes of poverty.3
The next chapter aisåusses diverse forms of selfhelp housing, with special emphasis on its application in
affluent societies-

2t¡ia.
p. 4L.
3__
-Unpublished Report on a study of Self-Help Housing
in the United States. fn Freed.om to Build, op. cit., p. 24.
1_.
-Time magazine, March 30, 1981,

CHAPTER

IV

SELF-HELP HOUSING

METHODS

As seen in the last chapter, housing constitutes
an important catalyst for the improvement of the fourth
world. situation. A natural conseguence of the principles
of housing and d.iscussion carried out, is a particular
form of housi-ng, namely "Self-He1p housing" which emerged
as possessing the capacity, not only t'o house the Fourth

World, but to promote structural changes and contribute

to the destruction of the culture of poverty.
In this chapter, Self-Help housing methods are
going to be studied, their main characteristics wilt be
underlined, their major advantages and disad.vantages will
be pointed. out, and some improvements will be proposed
havingr in mind the situation of the Fourth world in affluent societies.
There is a wide variety of self-help housing
methods, and. each meLhod very often is subjected. to modifications in order to respond to the particular needs and
characteristics of each group of participants. However,
it is possible to distinguish three basic self-heIp
housing methods: Independent Self-Help, Aid.ed or Organized
72
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Self-Help, and Employed Self-He1p--that

for a better sys-

tematization are going to be analysed separately.
Independent Self-Help Housing

This is the oldest form of housing. Throughout
the centuries people have ind.ependently built, managed and
rehabilitated their own homes without external sponsorship,
supervision, technical guidance or financial support.
Even nowad.ays, "approximately a third of the world's
people house themselves with their own hands, sometimes
in the absence of government and professional intervention,
sometimes in spite of it."1
However, in affluent societies the times have
changed. Increased high ski11 specialization and wid-espread mass production and consumption, combined with even
higher building standards, restrictive zoning regulations
and building codes, and the almost imperative necessity to
have access to financial cred.it, have restricted the capacity and freed.om of a person to build his own house without
outside heIp.
In spite of these unfavourable conditions in modern
and affluent societies, people still house themselves by
means of independ.ent self-hel-p methods. For example "every
year some 160,000 families in the United States build their
ltrrr.r"., John F. C. and Fichter

Þui!4., op. cit., p. viii.

R.

Freedom to
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1

"* Two socio-economíc groups tend. to use
independ.ent self-help methods: the upper classes who
príze uniqueness of d.esign and. emphasize housing as a
status symbol; and the Iow income classes who do not
have any other way of achieving housing. While the former
socio-economic group is outside the scope of this thesis,
the latter is clearly related to the Fourth World..
The most important characteristic of independ.ent
self-help housing is that "the participant takes the ínitiative and. retains decision-making power in all phases
of the housing process."2 A participant may receive some
form of support--such as advice from friends and technicians, financial assÍstance, etc.--but he is always in
control of the whole housing process.
Independent Self-Help housing possesses several
advantages. Without mentioning the incentive of self-help
forms characteristic of all self-help housing methods and
other general advantages referred to in Chapter III,
independent self-help housing is a h/ay to achieve housing
at very low cost by the involvement of the participant in
the administrative, management and construction tasks.
Because the process is independently carried out by each
participant there are no ad.ditional ad.ministrative costs
own homes.

Irrrrrr"r, John F. C. and Fichter
BuiId., op. cit., p. 3.

R.

Freedom to

)
-Self-Help
Houslng i.n the U.S.A., op. cit.,

p. 9.
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characteristic of aided and employed self-help methods.
As disadvantages, it can be said that, in spite of
the fact that the participants are poor, they have to possess some degree of hope and capacity to make decisions
and carry out all the construction process, which are not
characteristic of a person trapped in the culture of poverty. In face of this disad.vantage it is legitimate to say
that ind.ependenL self-help housing is only able to reach
the upper strata of the Fourth lvorld. that may stirl possess
some degree of hope and is not totally submerged in the
culture of poverty.
A proposal to overcome this d.isadvantage is that
ind.ependent self-help housing be complemented. by a preconstruction phase, through which hope is raised, skiIls
are learned and education is upgraded, so that Fourth v[orrd
inhabitants may take full advantage of this self-help
housing method.

External support could. go further by supptying
serviced lots at below market price, and make available
technical and financial he1p, that owner-build.ers could
have recourse to, if they so wished. Build.ing standards
should also be more permissive to allow gradual construction and improvement of a house.
Examples of independ.ent seJ-f-help housing in affluent societies are abundant. However, due to their
scattered and ind.ivid.ual character, they are difficult to
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to cite.

In West Germany there has been a tendency for the
government to support independent self-heIp housing:
Some municipal governments have programs where bel-ow
market-value l-ots are made available to families
interested in building Lheir own houses. A family
has to build on this lot within a five-year period.
If this requirement is not met, the family must selJ
the lot badk to the government and incur ã penaIty.1
Aided or Organized Self-Help
Aided Self-Help housing is a method of achieving
housing through a combínation of the efforts of the par-

ticipants and the support of an external agent. The participants in thís housing method do not possess the freedom
and d.ecision-making power found. in independent self-help
housing, but they have much more support from the external
agent which goes further by making several decisions for
them.

Accord.ing to the report on self-help housing in

the

U.

S.A.

:

Organized self-help is sponsored or supervised or
supported, or all three, by parties other than the
participant. Most important, the participant does
not initiate the effort beyond making the decision
to join a program or project. In this case, many
tasks carrj-ed ouL by an individual, ind.ependent
self-helper are accomplished by the external agents

or organizations.l
1_
*Special

Report on Techniques of Aided Self-He1p
Housing. Edited by Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Office of International Affairs, 1973, p. 2.
t
-Self-Help
gousing in the U.S.A., op. cit., p. 10.
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Aided Self-Help housing programmes are composed

of two main phases: the pre-construction or preparation
phase, and the construction phase. In the pre-construction
phase, the participants that have been selected or, at
least, that have agreed to follow the rules set by the
external agent are organized and trained. The participants
are also ínstructed. about the project, financial commitments are made, and the working groups are formed. This
phase is usually the responsibility of a "social orientation
staff," which also has the task of the maintenance of moral
and productivity of the working groups throughout the
proj ect.
In the construction phase the participants and
families continue to be assisted by the "sociar orientation
staff. " Technical support for the building work is also
provided.. The foreman usually dedicates special attention
to the organization of the construction site, planning of
the construction activities, and coordination of the different phases of the work at different houses. Once all
the houses are finished. the ownership of the houses is
achieved.

to its characteristics, aided self-he1p housing is able to reach socio-economic groups with very low
income, Iow level of hope, and 1ow capacity of self-help.
Or in other words, it is able to reach most Fourth Vforld
inhabitants. However, there is stiIl the extremely low
Due
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income group which because striving for daily food and an
income use all their energies, are therefore incapable of

taking advantage of aided self-help housing progirams.
The most important advantages of aided self-help
methods are the achievement of housing at low cost for
families that otherwise courd not afford decent housing,
and the social development built by these programs. The
importance of the second advantage drove John Turner to
und.errine that "the Aided self-He1p advocate claims that
the most important products are of riterally incarcul_abre
value: that in Nehruts words, ,\de alre building families
as well as homes. t "I
The major disadvantages of this method. are the

costs associated with it, the difficulty to recruit a well trained and dedicated staff-sociar orientation staff as well as technical support
staff--and the length of the programs that usuarly take
from one year to two years.
high admìnistratjve

hese disadvantages are of considerable importance

in the context of the Third. world countries wh-ich have a
rarge percentage of peopre living in poverty and only very
littre financiar and human resources to dear with it. However, in affluent societies these disadvantages are of ress
importance because there is only a smarl percentage of
peopre living in poverty and large financiar and human
lrqe".1o¡r

to Bui1d., op. cit., p. I32.
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resources available.

In order that Aided Self-He1p housing be a catalyst
for the improvement of the Fourth i{orld situation it is
imperative that the potentíalities of the pre-construction
and construction phases be taken advantage of. The principles of housing seen in chapter rrr should be implemented.
Programs to increase the leve1 of literacy, education and
skills should be included ín the pre-construction phase and
capítalized on throughout the entire project. people should
not be screened out by the external agent as a prereguisite
to entering the project, but should rather be given incentives to participate.
As seen in the last chapter, it is essential that
feelings of hopelessness, fatalism and despair, and lack
of confíd.ence in personal capacities be overcome. special
attention should be gÌven to this aspect by the I'social
orientation staff." Another important task of the "social
orj-entation staff" is to organize the participants in a
resident's or participantsr committee so that they can have
decision-making power and be able to exercise it.

Integra-

tion in larger organizations should. also be fomented..
A transactive form of planning should be used. through
the entire project, with special emphasis in the community
organization, housing construction, materiars and skills used
in the houses and orgianizations of work.l As the project
-Transactive planning is a form of ptanning in
which processes of mutual learning--between the planning
:t

BO

advances and the participants gain hope and self-help

capacity, the external agent shoul-d give more and more
incentive to independent self-help forms
It is impracticable to go beyond. these general
guidelines for an Aided Self-He1p housing project-expressed in these recommendations, principles of housing
and d.iscussion--and to propose more concrete measures.

This is because each group of participants, âs well as
each Fourth World community has its own characteristics
and aspirations according to whlch Aided Self-Help housing
projects should be designed.
Employed Self-Help Housing

The major distinction

between fndependent, Aided,

and Employed. self-he1p housing is the amount of external

support that each of these self-help housing methods re-

ceive. Employed self-help is the one that requires the
most support with wages paid to the participants fortheir
labour.

In employed self-heIp, people participate in a
program initiated and run by one or more organizations.
Typically, the sponsors have been governmental agencies. The principal departure from the organized
self-he1p model is the employment of participants for
cash r¡rages in the construction of their houses. A1though this need not imply a red.uction of participation
in the non-construction activities,

participants in

expert and his client--are closely integraùed with an
organized capacity and willingness to act. Transactive
planning is a response to the widening gap in communication
between technical planners and their clients.
Friedman,
,fohn., Retracting America, Anchor Books, New York, L973.
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employed self-help programs have usually been at the
lowest income Ievels, and. have indicated less interest
in such particj-pation than people in organized selfhelp programs. Again, the final goal is home owner-

ship by the participants, achieved by paying off
mortgages or making rent payments towaias ownership.l
An important advantage of this method is its capacity to reach the socio-economic group with lowest and
extremely low income, i.e. the poorest of the Fourth Vüorld
population. This method also frees the participants from
a daily search f or f ood and income, wtr_ile providing them
with the opportunity to acquire a ski11 and better housing.
The disadvantages associated with Aided self-help
methods mentioned earlier--administrative high costs, difficulty to recruit a well trained staff, and the length of
the projects--are magnified in Employed self-hetp housing.
The particípants I wages also contribute to increase the
cost of the programs. There is a risk that the participants become dependent on the assistance of the sponsor,
rather than having an íncreased self-help capacity. These
disad.vantages restrain the use of employed self-help housing to the cases where independent and aided self-he1p
methods cannot reach the potential participants.
Employed self-heIp methods should. fo1low the model
described for Aided self-help housing, with a preconstruction and a construction phase, and. having the
support of a "social orientation staff" and a technical
l-Self-Help

Housing iln tlre U'S.A., op. cit.,

p. 24.
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construction staff. Employed self-herp should also forlow
the recommendations mentioned in Aided. setf-he1p housing.
However, special attention should be given to the promotion
of self-help capacities and self-help forms of organization.
The existing field work experience of Employed selfhelp housing is very scarce, and so, more research is necessary before implementing it.
To conclud.e this chapter, it should be noted that
Independent Sel-f-Help, Aided. Self-Help and Employed Self-

Help housing are only basic models- There are countless

variations according to the characteristics of the conmunity, the organization sponsoring the progra-rn, and the
objecLives to be reached.
It is the responsibility of a planner in conLact
with a real situation and by using a transactive form of
planning, to introduce the necessary changes and to promote
the full use of the potentialities of self-help housing as
a cataryst in t.he improvement of the Fourth worrd situation.

CONCLUSION

This thesis studied the Fourth Vrtorld in affluent
societies. rts purpose rivas to analyse the complex situation, to identify the causes of its existence, and to
propose a r¡ray to catalyse the fight agaj-nst extreme poverty
and social exclusion found in the Fourth World.
The Fourth world is the social stratum that exists
at the bottom of the society and that has been excluded.
from the major social, economic, and cultural rewards that
have become availabre to others with worrd change. The
Fourth world population is the poorest of the poor and. constitutes five to ten percent of the popul-ation in developed
countries. l
The poverty of the Fourth l{orld is produced and

maintained by the combination of two factors: the internal
factor or the "curture of povertyr " and the external factor

or the oppressive structure of the society. The culture of
Poverty is a way of life the poor develop to cope with
their deprived situation. This way of life is passed. down
from parents to chi.ldren and renders the next generation
unable to take fulI advantage of upgrading opportunities
that may occur in their life time. The culture of poverty
1"" torrrrement A.T.D.
euart Monde, Editi-ons Science
et Service, Paris, France, 1977.
83
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is self-perpetuating. It persists even after unjust structural conditions have been corrected, and constitutes a
vicious circle. The oppressive and unjust structure of
society is a constant source of inequality and places strong
barriers that impede the attempts of the poor to improve
their situation. It starts and reinforces the vicious
círcle in which the Fourth !{orld is trapped.
To overcome the destitute and complex situation of
the Fourth World it is necessary to wage a comprehensive
and. concerted campaign, not in terms of this or that aspect
of poverty, but one engulfing cultural improvement and complete structural change.
This thesis ad.vocates that housing, understood as
both a physical commodity and. especially, the process and
activities of people achieving that commodity, can be a
fulcrum for the improvement of Fourth World conditions,
and a catalysis for the fighL against poverty in affluent
societies. The thesis shows how this concept of housing
based on the principles of "Se1f-Governmentr" "Appropriate
Technologies" and "P1anning for Housing through Limits"
enunciated. by John F. C. Turner, and associated with proper

programs--like skill training, cultural upgrading, and
educationar improvement--can contribllte to the destruction
of the culture of poverty and spread seeds of structural
change.

The characteristics of the Culture of Povertlz upon
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which the capacity of housing were tested are:

1) Feelings of hopelessness, fatalism and despair.
2) Lack of confidence in personal capacities and
feelings of inferiority.
3) Low leve1 of literacy, education and ski1ls.
4) No participation in major social organizations
and isolation from the larger society.
It was found. that these characteristics are greatly mod.ified., íf not overcome, by the form of housing described
above.

Structural change is also promoted by the selfgoverning forms derived from the incentive of self-help
methods in achieving housing. Self-governing forms give
power to the people and local organizations and reduce the
authority of central governments and large corporations.
There are three basic self-help housing methods:
1) Independent Self-He1p Housing.
2) Aided or Organized Self-He1p Housing.
3) Employed SeIf-HeIp Housing.
These methods have sporadically been used to achieve
housing at low costs and to reach the sector of the population that could not afford housing by any other means.
However, the great potentiality .of self-help housing
methods to destroy the Culture of Poverty and promote
structural change has been overlooked and not property
stimul-ated.

B6

This thesis proposes that these setf-help housing
methods be properly mod.ified to account for the values of
housing mentioned above, to follow the principles of
housing enunciated, and to incorporate the additional
upgrading programs. The guid.elines f or these improvements
in self-he1p housing are generally referred to in the
thesis, but it is the responsibility of a planner in
contact with a real situation, by usíng a transactive
form of planning, to introd.uce the necessary changes and
so promote the full potentialitíes of self-help housing
as a catalyst in the improvement of Fourth Wor1d poverty.
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Bairro das Marianas
Location

Bairro das Marianas is located in the urban shadow
of Lisbon and is integrated in the smal1 town of Carcavelos.
Carcavelos is characterized by its tourist industry that
capitalizes on the beautiful seashore and by its uppermiddle class that every morning takes the electric train
to Lisbon.
The bairro is conveniently l-ocated near the railway
station, not far away from the centre of Carcavelos, and
fairly well served by roads. However, it is physically
separated from the rest of the community by high walls on
two sides, a railway and. a road on the south, and a road
and trees on the north side. The bairro is rectangular in
shape, with an area of 9 or 10 acres. The land belongs to
a powerful bank that is more interested in future speculation than in the present use of the land.
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In spite of the two main roads that traverse the
boundaries of the bairro, it is very secluded and people
passing and drivíng by may not notice the bairro.
Population and Social Structure
The popul-ation of Bairro das },larianas is around
100 families, and the most significant common denominator
seems to be their poverty. However, we can easily dis-

tinguish three social classes: the Whites, the Gypsies,
and the Blacks. Each class has its own strong characteri stics .
Inlhites are the largest group (50 percent) and view
themselves at the. top of the social ladd.er in the bairro.
They usually talk about the non-whites as violent, aggressive, and arrti-social beings. Their houses are concentrated
in the west part of the bairro, close to the waII, where
they are sheltered from the winds and form a smal1 neighbourhood. Most of the whites have been living in the bairro
f or more than f ive years, and there are a f ew u'ho have lived
there for more than twenty years. It is a stable population
with some social organization. V'Ihen they are not unemployed
or sick, they may have an unskilled job, a seasonal job, or
self-employment. One of the largest Sources of income is
the seasonal work on the beach during summer. trVomen usually
don't work outside, however, those who don't have children
may work as servants in some rich house in Carcavelos. Families very often have more than three children and young

9T

people tend to get married (free-tove unions are the most

frequent) at a very early age. The elderly don't rive with
their married sons or daughters, but they usually live
within callíng distance, very often next door. The children below the primary school age (seven years old) sometimes contribute to family income by begging from door to
door in Carcavelos, and at other times they just play in
the vacant land around theír houses. Those of school age
(from seven to thirteen) may help their fathers who are
self-employed or they keep begging from door to door.
Fights are very frequent and some may go further and become
arguments and confrontations between families. After school
they try to get a job but often they end up working at the
same jobs as their parents. It doesntt take 1ong for a
sixteen or seventeen year ord male and for a fourteen or
fifteen year ol-d femare to get married and start a nev¡
family that is going to be exactly the same as that of
their parents.
Gypsies are characterized. by their mobility and
very strong clan ties. The family is usually composed of
four or five children, parents and grandparents. I don't
think there is any gypsy family that has lived in the
bairro for more than five years" Most stay around for one
year and a few stay only from one day to several weeks.
They tend to build their houses or put their tents on the
north side, close to the road. Despite the fact that
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gypsies are the smallest group of the three (only 10 percent), they cause the most violence in the bairro. petty

theft, verbal offences, fights that may end up with serious
consequences, are frequent and the other two groups don,t
lose any opportunity to say how bad gypsies are and all
sorts of stories circurate about them. on the other hand,
gypsies are also friendly and wh-en in a good mood they are
very exuberant. ft doesnrL take them long to make a party
in front of their houses and cheer up a1l the neighbours
around a bonfire. Gypsies' main sources of income are
small deals and a few seasonal jobs. It seems that they
never have a permanent job and always think in terms of
the present. This is also a cause for the Whites to complain about gypsies. but in fact the whites also behave
in the same way. Due to their great mobility it was the
sector of t.he population vüit.h which T had least contact.
Blacks are mainly from Cabo Verde, a former portuguese colony in Africa no\¡¡ independent. They are in

Portugal just to work, and so this group is characterized
by a great predominance of males in their twenties or

thirties.
They account for one-third of the population,
and are viewed. with hostilit.y by both the other g:roups,
There are racial reasons for the discrimination, but the
main reason, according to the Whites, is that they take
all the jobs! Blacks are less literate than Whites but
more so than the glrpsies. They are almost as skil_Ied as
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the average for the bairro. However, they are willing to
work for less money and. usually are employed by sma1l
building contractors. Blacks are never self-employed and
only have a seasonal job if they cannot find a permanent
one. Their period of residence in the bairro is usually
longer than the glpsies, but not as long as the Whites!
Blacks tend to occupy the East part of the bairro that is
closer to transportation. There are only a few families
among these people in the bairro. Usually, three or four
males share the same house and use it only for sleeping.
Their social organization ís more noticeable during weekends and they try to reproduce the social life of their
country.

In spite of these different characteristics, there
are several daily intercommunications and if one need.s
help one is always free to askf even if one belongs to a
different social group. The contacts among people are
much more frequent in this bairro than in the rich neighbourhood^s. There are al-so basic group norms. For example,

land a family may use for gardening is dependent
on an informal community consensus.
how much

Living Conditions
Needless to sây, in the Bairro das Marianas,

âs

in any other shanty town, the living condítions are very
difficult.
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are only one storey high with cement floors,
wooden warls, and corrugated roofs. AIt the famiries oh/n
their houses. Nobody rents! should one need a house, one
just grabs a few boards and with the help of neighbours,
friends and relatives one has a temporary house. As the
family grows in numbe.r or as money is earned, the house is
Houses

improved-. some houses have as many as three bedrooms but

the majority have only one or two. A small kitchen is the
centre of the d.aÌly life and is also used to receive close
friends and neighbours" Bathrooms are very rare, and the
latrine is placed. at the back of the house. On rainy days,
there is water on the cement floor forming pools und.er the
leaks in the roof, and on wind.y days there is too much
ventilation in the rooms- Tn 1972 there vüas no water,
sewagier or electricity in the houses. There was only one
public fountain for one hundred famiries and only three
publÍc lights for the main street. Neither the main street
nor the narrow secondary streets were paved. On rainy
days, one has to ju¡np from stone to stone to avoid mud and
pools of stagnant water. There is no garbage corlection.
Refuse and waste are thrown on the vacant rand where chirdren play. Houses occupy only half of the I0 acres. Two
or three acres are used for gardening and for raising some
goats and sheep. There is no school in the bairro. Children go to a school not far away and that also serves a
rich neighbourhood. There are no shops in the bairro with
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an exception of a small cafe-tavern.

This is the place
where men get together and spend most of their time. women
never go there. ft is the centre of the socíal life and
where some informal discussions about the bairro take
place. It is also the place where men try to forget, with
the help of alcohol, that the next day is going to be the
same as the day before.
After having viewed. the population, the social
structure, and the living conditions of the Bairro das
Marianas in totar perspectiver h/ê may now try to summaríze
these observations in four conceptual categories:
1) Re1atj-onship between the Bairro and. the larger
society:
There is no participation in and integration of
the population of the bairro with the major
institutions of the larger society.
- There is a high degree of unemployment and
und.er-employment that l-eads to low income and
material deprivation.
There is a l-ow level of literacy and education.
Peop1e don't belong to labor unions, neither are
they members of political parties.
2) The Bairro as a coiltmunity:
There are very poor housing conditions, lack of
primary services, and. blighted and dirty environments.
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- There is some social organization beyond the level
of the nuclear family.
There is a sense of community in spite of the
three different social groups. The walls around
the bairro may hetp to form this sense of "us and
them. "

3) Family Life in the Bairro:
Large families.
Children are introduced very early to the hard
life of the adults. The youngsters tend to get
married at a very young age. Usually the marriage
takes the form of informal or common-Iaw marriagies.
There is lack of privacy.
The mother occupies the central place in the
family life by brínging up the children and
governing the house. Men rarely stay at home.
4) The Bairro at the level of the individual:
There is a very strong present-time orientation
with little ability or willingness to plan for
the future.
There is a general belief in male sr4>eriority,
and a strong separation of daily activities
beLween sexes.

- There is a sense of inferiority,
low level- of aspirations.

fatalism

and
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The Movimento de Jovens

Ís a Christian youth group
formed. in L97L and was initially
composed of more than
forty young people, of both sexes, in their first year
of the University. The group lras the result of merging
several small groups in Carcavelos that dedicated themselves to different activities like: Bible-study, youth
problems, parish work, tutoring the illiterate,
or just
getting together and having a good time. However, all
Movímento d.e Jovens

the groups had in common \^/as the fact that they were
Christian and the fact that they v¡ere gradually arriving
at the conclusion that to be Christian nowadays is much
more than going to church on Sundays, reading the Bible
and discussing it.
To be Christian is to implement in
daily life the things people hear every Sunday in the
church and read every week in the Bible. This implementation, the group thought, should be in an organized wây,
so as to coord.inate efforts and. to be sure one is on the
right track.
So with the active support of the priest of Carcavelos, the group was merged in the }lovimento de Jovens.
Among the primary objectives of the movement was a direct
involvement in the social problems of the community of
Carcavelos by alerting the community to social injustices;
by trying to solve those problems wit.h our very limited
resources or wit.h the helpr âs much as possible, of the
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community; by promoting public meetings and debates, and

by reflecting and discussing in our weekly group meetings
the action to take as enlíghtened by Christian principles.
These activities

demanded

from each of us three or four

hours a week for meetj-ngs, and. al-most every Saturday or

for some actions decided in the meetings. As
University studentsr wê found it difficult to spare that
time; but on the other hand, the human contact and the
feeling of participation in somethi.ng concrete and useful
$ras greatly rewarding,
Sunday

First Efforts
The first effort was the "Transplant Operation. "
Vlith this operation we intended to transplant superfluous
goods from the rich and give them to the poor. So we went
to almost every house in Carcavelos explaining our purpose
and asking for things that people had in their attics and
basements that they didnrt want any more, or that they
would like to share with deprived people. From piles of
paper to used clothes and o1d furniture, we collected
everything. This operation took several months and required hard work not only from the members of the group,
but also from dozens of volunteers with cars and vans
that helped in the transportation and. collection. This
activity was also very important in that it involved and
woke up a large part of the population of Carcavelos.
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During this campaign a rich person lent us a store where
could separate all the material collected and seIl them.

we

Things like paper, bottles, and metal were sold to merchants

at current prices. Shoes, clothes, furniture, and things Ín
good conditíon that could be used directly by a person were
sold directly to the people of the bairro, and others, ât
very 1ow prices. For example, a good pair of used shoes
would cost 10 cents. The reason why we sold at very low
prices rather than give for free was that we wanted to
preserve the dignity of the people. By purchasing the
shoes (even symbolically) they were helping themselves.
It was interesting that more than 90 percent of the people
who purchased at our sLore \,vere from the Bairro das Marianas, which was only 5 minutes walk from the store.
For seven or eight months, there was intensive
contact between our group and the population of the bairro,
creating ties of friend.ship between the Movimento de Jovens
and the Bairro das Marianas expressed at the personal level
among all of us. It happened frequently tirat pregnant
lromen came and talked with two girls of our group who were
studying medicine; the child.ren of the bairro afso felt
very comfortable coming to our store and staying there all
afternoon playing among thousands of small treasures or
just enjoying to be among people wFr-o smiled at them; o1d.
\domen used to come very often and we tried to make them
feel important lístening patiently to them; men came,
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probably more attracted by the bargains. It was an oppor-

tunity to meet and. know almost all of them.
The store was also very successful in a monetary
way. Wit.h the profits, that had come mainly from the
bairro, v/ê bought staples and started selling them at
half price to the population of the bairro. However, not
everybody r¡¡as satisfied with the store. Since the "Transplant Operation" had started, the opposition from merchants
kept growing. With this new stage of selling staples in
the store, the threats evolved from writings on wal1s to
vandalism against windows and doors. !ùe already knew that
Saturday mornings were used for repairs and. very often men
from the bairro came to help us. The store was open only
on Saturd,ays and. Sundaysr So it was very d.ifficult to keep
an eye on it and one day there was a fire!
The fire didn't
burn down the structure of the store, but damaged the
interior and all our things. The owner of the store was
afraÌd and asked us politely to leave.
Second Stage

Without the store and. with the transplant operation
stopped, the next stage came very spontaneously and natur-

al1y. t{e already knew most of the population of the Bairro
das Marianas, had very good friend.s among them, and a1t the
population was very f avourable to our lr[ovement. Our principle of fighting social injustice and helping needy people
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had also a very large camp of actíon in the bairro.

So

there was no other way to go, but into the bairro.
Once there, the first two or three weeks rdere spent
talking, getting to know and visiting people. ft didn't
take long to conclude that the primary needs of the bairro
exceeded astronomically our scarce resources and that our
action should be d.irected to helping people to help themselves. This is expressed in a popular saying that "it is
better to teach a man how to fish than to give him a fish."
However, the housing conditions were so bad that we had at
least to do something about those paper and plaster roofs
that allowed as much rain inside the house as fell outside.
By this time (1972), our Movement had about 30 members and we felt we could start mounting three campaigns:
1) The clean-up campaign

2) The community development campaign
3) The building rehabilitation campaign
The clean-up campaign had. two objectives: to
clean up the bairro and to involve the population in a
community activity that could produce some sense of the
bairro as a community.
To achieve these we worked very closely with the
natural leaders of the bairro and tried to make all the
people realize how dangerous it was for health to have
garbage everlrwhere. Strong propaganda about the campaign
was broadcast in advance and. a date was chosen most
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suitable for all
The campaign was a success and people from the

three different social groups worked together.
After the campaign it was also more clear that a
garbage collection at least once a week, made by the city
hall, vras necessary. This conclusion reinforced the
second campaign.

The community degelopment campaign had the

objective of putting pressure on city official-s for some
primary improvements in the bairro. A committee constituted by bairro residents and members of M. J. went to talk
The first time vle were not received,
with city officials.
but by the second time, in spite of a cold reception, we
got t,he promise of giarbage collection and two more public
fountains for the bairro. Help for house rehabilitation
was refused by city officials.
The housing rehabílitation had to be done at the
lowest cost and restricted to the most urgent situatj-ons.
As our group had. still some money we decided that we could
pay one-third of the cost of tlre materials for the roofs
and the o\^¡ners of the houses could pay the remaining two-

thirds.

Another committee r¡ras chosen among those resi-

dents who were more interested and active to buy the

materials directly from the factories and to organize
the repair work. For those residents who couldnrt afford
two-thirds of the price of the roof¡ w€ loaned money that
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could be paid back in very small amounts. Support for this
had to be sought from the church parish of Carcavelos and a
special collection at Christmas time was asked for. At
Sunday masses \,ve also

talked and asked for donations. As
a result not only the necessary money was collected, but
also the attention of the population of Carcavelos was
focused on the Bairro das Marianas.
At this stage the bairro was highly unorganized
and committee work was maín1y done by members of M. J.
The committees \¡¡ere not elected, but chosen among the
most active resid.ents. The participation of the population appeared to vary according to their social group.
Whites were the most interested, B1acks \,vere not very
interested., and glrpsies only participated. in short range
activíties.
Third

Stage

At this stage we focused our aLtention on community activities.
The most important were:
1) Organization of a Resid.entsr Committee
2) Building a Community Centre
3) Pressure on City Ha1l for Servj-ces
The necessity of a permanent and elected residents'
committee became evident. Not only should. the residents of
the bairro gradually have more participation in the work
and destiny of the bairro, but also it was important that
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all the people felt represented on those decisions that
could not take place in general meetings.
It was a very d.ifficult process! People were
not accustomed to living in a democracy* and had enormous
difficulty expressing themsel-ves and talking in public.
The cultural environment itsel-f posed tremendous obstacles:
men didn't allow women to participate in meetings because
"the place of a woman was at home; " if a person disagreed
wj-th another, it was taken as personal revenge, etc.
However, with a lot of work and time, a Residents'
Committee was elected. The three social classes were
represented, and natural leaders emerged..
Building a Community Centre--The community centre
help from our
was built mainly by residents with a little
group. Money for materials came from the parish of Carcavelos and from special donations during masses. The
building process was the first large activity of the Residentsr Committee and. involved a great controversy. There
\¡¡ere people who thought the money should be used in repairing houses and conseguently were strongly opposed to the
community centre. Other people disagreed with the kind of
materials used in the construction and were unhappy with
the community centre location at a central l-ocation; blhites
wanted it on their side. A few didnrt care at aII about
*There
'
was a d.ictatorship in Portugal for forty
years that ended in L97 4
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vrhat was going on and avoided working on the construction.

rn the beginning, the residentsr committee v¡as also reructant to build íL, but after several meetings where we
showed the importance of the community centre for future
activities, they agreed with us and took it almost as a
matter of honour to build it. Not every man worked on it,
but more than harf did. lvomen never worked. directly on it.
And young people between ten and sixteen years ord. worked
very much; it seems it was like a party for them to participate in the construction.
The community centre was built of wood and with

the same kind. of materials existing in the houses. Its
construction took ten or eleven weekends, and. its dimensions d.idnrt exceed three or four houses together.
Pressure on City HaIl for Services--Once a Resi-

dents' Committee was elected, the representation of the
bairro was more powerful and. could exert more pressure.
Electricity for alt houses and for alr main streets was
achieved. Garbage collection was improved. However,
sewer system and waLer supply \^/ere refused due to shortage

of funds. V{hen the community centre was finished, it had
free electricity and city officials promised public showers
and washrooms (that never came).
trips to Cj_ty Hall, only three or four out
of twelve members of the Residentsr committee participated.
The Vlhites vTere the most interested, the glpsies became
On Lhese
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excited very easily by any refusal from a city official,
and the Blacks d,id.n't participate at all in these trips.
Fourth Stage

At this stage, with a community centre built, cultural activities were further reinforced. The most important were:
1) Classes for illiterate
ad.ul-ts
2) Activities for young people
3) Small library and projection of some movies
These activities took place or started at the end of Lg73.
adults, the teaching
In classes for illiterate
experience of some members of Movimento dos Jovens was
tapped. Classes were given at night in the community
centre and they drew a fairly good attendance. The new
method of Pau'lo Freire was used with good results.
Activities for young people were conducted mainly
during weekends. Soccer qames, trips to the beach, and
vísits to the zoo and aquarium were the most appreciated..
to control and orient the wildSometimes it was difficult
ness of those boys and girls who were used to the "street
life.

"

special occasions, like Christmas and First of
May, short plays were performed by young people for all the
On

population.

A small library was begun, composed of books
offered by the population of Carcavelos, one or two weekly
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newspapers, and one r¡¡eekly magazine. It was located at one

side of the main and only room of the community centre. Cultural movies \¡rere also shown monthly, and discussions \,rere
fomented after the film.
There were several other activities that tried to
place the community centre at the centre of bairro life,
and tried to create the sense of the bairro as a community.
In the beginning, there was strong opposition to
cultural activities.
The population preferred help for
food, clothes, and house improvements and viewed books,
movies, etc., as a waste of time. However, after persistent work by the ResÍdentsr Committee in coordination with
our group, people und.erstood and participated more. Cultural activities in the community centre continued untilL977

.

Fifth

Stage

the 25th of April, 1974, there was a revolution
in Portugal! It end.ed a forty year dictatorship and it
was intended to start a democratic and socialistic regime.
Poor people and workers \^rere exhalted and hailed as the
most important social classes.
This national political situation had important
consequences in the Bairro das Marianas, buL not as quickly
as one might have expected. ft took time for the new ideas
to pass through the wa11s of isolation and indifference
On
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within which the people still lived, and reach all the
population. However, people grad.ually participated more
in activities at the community cenLre and started realízJ-ng
that a changie in their lives could be possíbl-e. A sense
of unity in the bairro developed, not because the d.ifferences of the three social groups had disappeared, but
because they had now a much wider view of the society in
general and were gaining a sense of forming an exploited
c1ass.

in the bairro nov/ included visits to
other shantytowrls near Carcavelos in order to share
experiences, political movies followed by discussions and
debates, classes for adults and activities with young
people; informal talks about preventive medicine, etc.
At the national level, the government established a year
of training betvreen grade 12 and University called
"Servico Civicor" where students were supposed to have
contact with social problems and" the realities of the
country. Students in this Servico Civico were appointed
to help our group in the bairro. A permanent kind.ergarten was reopened and served the population five days a
week. Almost every weekend there were activities in the
bairro and the population participated with enthusiasm.
Vtomen also gradually lost their inferior status. Men
didn'L lose their attitude of machismo, but now it was
much less intense than before. There were severalActivities
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meetings with a governmental organízation, "SiU\L, " that

offered support for building a new bairro. The expectations kept growing. The bank which owned the land was
nationalízeð. and the prospect of resident ownership of
the land greatly enhanced. Some people already knew where
they \¡¡ere going to build the new living room, kitchen,
rooms, and washroom!
The P.esidentsr Committee kept working well.

New

powers were given to Residents' Committee's and their im-

portance as lobbies at City Hall- was much greater.

residents v/ere involved in political
popular party being the Communists.

parties, the

Some

m"ost

This high level of interest, hope, and. involvement
in the larger society was maintained during L975 and only
wavered slightly when expectations werenrt fulfil-Ied.
Sixth

Stage

However, the year of 1976 arrived and the main
government promises of new houses, new bairro and the

life that politicians had talked about, hadn't been achieved
yet! The excuses of the goVernmental organization TTSAAL''
were invariably lack of funds. National economy was in fact
very bad. with an inflation of more than 30 percent a year,
'and massive borrowings of money from the United States,
Canada, and EEC countries avoided a total bankrupt of the
system. Politically, there was also a slow movement that
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shifted the initial objectives of a Socialist Revol-ution
for objectives of SociaÌ Democracy. There were elections
and the new politicians in power no more talked about the
poor and workers as the most important classes. Majority
needs became the main slogan; and the majority was the

mid.dle classes.
The policy of the new government was to control

inflation by unemployment and raised prices.
In the bairro people not only lost confidence in
promises, but they realized that their material conditions
vrere worse than before the revolution. Unemployment had
hit hardest the unski]-led workers characteristic of the
bairro. High inflation for fixed income people, especially
the e1derly, also produced d.ramatic consequences, Unemployed Blacks had to go back to their country since Cabo
Verde vras nov¡ an independent country.
As a consequence, the hope and belief that a new
life rÁras possible faded. There was a sense of disillusíonment and defeat. Activities in the community centre had
the participation of children and very young people and
of some adults with rad.ical political ideas.
In the beginning of L977 the social groups of the
bairro had changed in numlcer: several Whit.e families lefL
the bairro and went back to the country due to very hard
conditions of life in the city and in some cases because
they stitl possessed a piece of land in their village of
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origj-n. Some new families arrived at the bairro because
they couldn't afford to pay rent in an apartment. B1acks
were reduced to l-ess than half . Glzpsies seemed to be the
least affected, and their number didn't vary very much.
Our group, the lnlovimento dos Jovens, was as much affected
as the bairro was. By :-.977 the group \¡ras reduced to
eight members and our enthusiasm had dropped even more
than the disillusionmenL of tFr-e population had. risen.
The relationship between residents and our group
was simitar to the relationship between an old friend

cheated by the other.

People indeed associated our group

with the failed revolution and with the rest of the society
outsíde the bairro. By the mid.dle of L977 our group left
the bairro, leaving an almost non-existent Residents'
Committee and a community centre only sporadically used.
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